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Editor's note: This is the BackTo-School issue, the first
regular issue will be out Sept.
14. Look for it on campus.
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Library dream becoming·a reality
by Kristin Albrecht
MANAGING EDITOR

A dream many people have played a role
in and envisioned is about to become real.
The groundbreaking for the new SCSU
learning resources center is planned to take

place Sept. 2 - rain or shine.
An outdoor ceremony is set for 2 p.m. on
the site of the future new library, which is
north of Barden Park and west of SCSU's
Performing Art<; Center on the west side of
campus.
"It will be an exciting day," said Kristi

Tornquist, dean of Leaming Resources and
Technology Services. "This library is a
culmination of a lot of hard work and seeing
a dream come true."

Tornquist will give the welcome and
introductions to start the event and introduce
a video with a vi~ual walkthrough of the
future library shown on six TV monitors.
President Bruce Grube will then
recognize the key donors, and introduce
special guests and others past and present
who had a hand in getting the new library
included in last year's bonding bill.
Other speakers planned are Gov. Ame
Carlson; Bob Hebeisen, member of the
SCSU Foundation Board of Trustees; Morris
Anderson, Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities chancellor and Michael Vekich,
MnSCU Board of Trustees chlllnnan.
University Communications has played a
key role in the groundbreaking ceremony.
Marsha Shoemaker, interim director of

Communications helped order the food and
create visuals for the participants.
Included in these visual aspects will be
red tape printed with the university
wordmark "A tradition of excellence and
opportunity." This tape will show the actual
size of the new building. Shoemaker sllld
there will also be r'ed and black balloons
every 10 feet that will have "St. Cloud State
University" printed on them.
"This will give people an idea of how big
the library will be and where it will sit,"
Shoemaker said. "It will be a significant
change for this campus."
The speakers will be seated at a redskirted dais and behind them will ee a 28-foot
wide backdrop with a color billboard
showing a drawing of the library's exterior.

Shoemaker said those working in
University
Communications
started
brainstonning ideas for the groundbreaking
more than a year ago. The major planning
began three months ago.
There will be seating for 200 at the
ceremony and ari estimated 80 legislators and
special guests are expected to attend. All
faculty, staff and students are welcome to
attend the; ceremony.
After the speakers finish they will move
around to the front of the dais where they will
put on their SCSU hard hats and shovels to
do the groundbreaking. Actual construction
will begin later in September after the libr.ary
goes out to bid.
"We want the tone of this day to be a
celebration," Shoemaker sllld.

Bathing in Blues-

Female
music fair
draws
crowd in
'Fwin Cities
by Karlee K. Morgan
NEW$ EDITOR

Female artists swept the Twin
Cities away on Aug. 21 at
Canterbury Park as the Lilith Fair
festival rocked for 7 hours in the
name of women's pride.
Las! year was the first Lilith
Fair.
Critics were skeptical of an allfemale festival but despite those
critics, the festival drew quite a
crowd.
Singer and songwriter Sarah
McLachlan created the Lilith Fair
as an event that would cel~brate
women in music.
After last year's tour, she said,"
[It] was a grea1 example of strong
women out there doing something
they love, doing something really
positive."
Fans came from across the
United States and several came
from Canada which is McLachlan's
homeland. Patty Widglide of
Winnipeg says she is a die-hard
Mclachlan fan and Lilith Fair
follower.
'This is where the best of the
best amongst female artists come
together for a common cause,"
Widglide said. "I've been following
the tour and I checked out the
Winnipeg Folk Festival but this still
takes the cake."
On a 97-degree summer day in
August the crowd was packed tight,
bu1 most fans felt the music was a
bit quieter this year.
'The music isn't half as loud as
it was last year,'' said senior Nicole
Anderson.
FOR MORE PHOTOS AND STORY
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Students and St. Cloud residents gather Sunday for the first Blues and BBQ, hosted by University Program Board at Lake George.

St. Peter rebounds since March's twister disaster
by Karlee K. Morgan
NEWS EDITOR

After mon1hs of rebuilding,
relocating and restoring, St. Peter
has progressed as a community that
came together in time of need.
The National Guard, American
Red Cross and volunteers have left
St. Peter to bond as a city and a
community after the March 29
Minnesota Valley lwister.
"The tornado brought the
campus and community together,"
said Stacia Senne, news director at
Gustavus Adolphus College,
located in St. Peter.

Sept. 9 marks the 137th
academic year at Gustavus
Adolphus with the largest
enrollment in history at 2,400
students.
Even though the college is
experiencing an increase in
incoming s1udents this fall, 21
percent of St. Peter residents are not
returning said Barb Luker, St.
Peter's assistant administrator.
Frances Hanneyer, 81 of St.
Peter, was revisited to see how her
neighborhqod and own home have
progressed si nce the Minnesota
Valley Twis1er.
"~ had to have new shingles and

my siding replaced," Hanneyer
said. "Insurance was good to me
and gave me everything I need, but
my neighbors weren't a,; fortunate.
Some haven't even been contacted
by their insurance companies."
Harmeyer keeps in check with
how her neighbors are doing and is
always wanting to help out
whenever she can. She commented
on the Johnson's who were featured
in the April 6 issue of University
Chronicle.
"I talk to the Johnson's every so
often and they seem to be coping
but haven't even dealt with
insurance yet," Hanneyer said. "I

think i1 was just to much for them to
handle."
The Johnson's lost their house in
the tornado and have relocated to
temporary apartment living. They
were planning to rebuild on the
same lot after living there for more
than 20 years.
According to Luker, 155 houses
were unlivable after the twister and
150 demolition permits were
issued.
The biggest problem residents
were facing after the initial disaster
was trying to get to their homes.
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CAMPus, CoMMUNTIY & S'L\TE BRIEFS
Nude dance club
fights to remain at
sanie location
When Benton Coumy passed an ordinance
in 1994 requiring adult entertainment
establishments to be at least 500 feet from
residential

areas,

the

King's

Inn

had been open for one year.

The King's Inn, located on Hwy.
I0, is an exotic dance club which does not
serve alcohol but offers female dancers ranging from mostly clothed to completely

nude.
The county had given the King's Inn
four years to either change their · adult
business or change locations.
The club is located at 150 feet' from a
residential area.

Their time limit expired on July 31 and the
clubjs ready to sue if it is relocated. However,
the club could remain open at the same

location if it shows that the ordinance can
create a hardship.
In the case of a lawsuit. the King's Inn will
be represented by Bruce Mclaughlin, who
specializes in defending adult emertainmem
businesses, and Randall Tigue, a lawyer who
deals with First Amendment cases.
MacLaughlin said the o'-rdinance goes
against
the constitution and the
King's Inn doesn't fit the county's
ordinance.

K-mart shoplifter
charged for trying to
run over employees
Debra Walker, a 38-year-old Waite Park
woman, was charged Aug. 17 for problems
she caused on March 7 at the Waite Park
K-mart.
The incidents happened when she left the
store without paying for two videos and some

HAPPENING
MAINSTREET
From noon to 5 p.m. on
the Atwood Mall.

Grease on the mall
The movie Grease will be
shown at dusk on the
Atwood Mall.

WEDNESDAY
Part-time job fair
From noon to 4 p.m. there
will be a part-time job fair on
the Atwood Mall.

FRIDAY
Last day to add
classes
This is the last day
students can add a class
using the touchtone
registration system.

Bus trip to State Fair
Buses leave at 2 and 3:30
p.m. on the north side of
Atwood Memorial Center.
Sign-up is at AMC's
information desk.

Sept 7
Labor day
No classes and university
offices will be closed for the
day.
To submit information for the
events calendar, mail to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.
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Minnesota places
sec(>nd in national
ACT scores
With 63 percent of graduates taking the
test, Minnesota high schoolers have done
well by ranking second nationally in the ACT

college-entrance exams.
This national ranking takes into account
states where more than half of the graduates
take the test.
The average score for Minnesota was
22.2, a little bit more that the 22.1 scored in
1997.
In the whole nation, the average was held
at 21.
In St. Cloud, the highest scores went
to Technical High School with an average
score of 22.4 and a total of 265 students
tested.
Apollo High School, with 222 students
taking the test, earned an average of 21.5, and
Sartell High School, where 127 students
completed the exam, students scored an
average of 21.9 compared to last year's score
of22.8.
The scores this year, although excellent
and above this year's national average, have
been under the average reached
the preceding year a1 1he St. Cloud area
high schools.

NATION & WoRID BRIEFS

WIW''S
·TUESDAY

air fresheners.
After realizing Walker had taken off
without paying, K-mart employees, Brian
Hilsgen, Michael Neutz and Shon Davis,
tried to detain her, but she was already inside
her car and she threatened to run them down
if they would not let her go.
They didn't. Walker's next move
was driving toward the employees at a slow
speed but without stopping. They were forced
to jump out of the way to avoid being hit by
Walker's car.
She now faces three counts of seconddegree assault and one count of theft.

United States
bombs terrorist
bases

innocent people around the world.
The U.S. Defense Secretary
William Cohen said the attacks are
showing the United States will
not tolerate sanctuaries for
terrorists.

Last Thursday, the U.S.
launched a military strike against
'terrorist-related'
bases
in
Afghanistan and Sudan.
The bases are believed to be
related to the bombings of two .S.
embassies in .Kenya and Tanzania
this month.
President Clinton has cut short
his vacation ~nd is back in
Washington, D.C.
The bombings are intended to
disable
the
capacity
and
infrastructure of terrorists so ·they
won't strike Americans or any other

Spaniard tries to
Teacher wins
make lover suck
court battle over
his_blOQd .
nffilelesson
Spanish police have arrested a
To give her class selfconfidence, a swedish teacher
stripped naked. This act caused her
dismissal.
The teacher was giving a class to
adult, unemployed women when
she decided to give the class
naked in order to strengthen her

IN IIIsTORY•••

20YFA!t5AGO...
On Sept. 5, 1978, SCSU residence
halls
had
to ·
send
a
surplus of students to 1wo hotels in St.
Cloud.
As soon as the residence halls were
full, the housing office sent 500
applications to students still
desiring housing.
The fonns asked students if
they would like to live in a hotel for
·the first quarter and then move
in the residence halls for winter and
spring quarters.
The hotels used were the
St. Germain Hotel in downtown
St. Cloud, housing 120 students, and
the Travel Wise Motel, where 30
students would stay, located on Hwy.

student's self confidence, she told
the court.
The court's decis~ was in her
favor, making her former employer
pay almost $20,CXX> in damages.

man who 1ried 10 infect his
pregnant girifriend with AIDS.
The boyfriend, who was
infected with the disease, after
hitting her several times.
He then made a cut in his finger
and tried to force his girlfriend to
suck his blood.

The man was detained in
Madrid after neighbors called
police when they heard the
couple fighting.
When police arrive, he also
threatened
them
with
a
knife, saying he wanted to
infect them with the virus too.
One officer was slightly
wounded with the weapon the man
was~i;;,' th'en, started to sho~t
death
thieats
at
his
girlfriend, saying he wanted to kill
both her and the child she was
canying.
The couple were known in the
neighborhood for being drug
addicts.
The motive that brought him to
'the attack is still unclear.
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Housing director Mike Hayman
said that for Spring Quarter there
will be enough vacancies at the
residence halls, but one thing
was
clear,
single
rooms
would not be available to
anyone, except those rooms that
where designed to be occupied
by only one person.
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.Changes at UPS
promote visibility,
safety on campus
by. Melissa .Gilman
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Back to school also means back
to safety. Riding the coattails of
semester change University Public
Safety announces its changes.
Miles Heckendom m, director
of University Public Safety, said the
thrust of the changes is visibility.
"When I was a finalist for this
position I looked on the Internet to
learn about UPS. I was surprised to
find there was not a web page yet."
He said this is how the new
generation communicates. UPS can
now
be
found
al
www.stcloudstate.edu/-pubsafe.
The most significant . change is
the acquisition of three new cars.
The university is leasing three 1998
_Dodge Stratuses for a cost which is
relatively equal to what it cost to
maintain the upkeep on four older
vehicles.
This winter a founh vehicle will
be leased 10 function as a parking
lot patrol car.
"There was no uniformity
before on the cars and that's not
professional looking," Heckendom
said.
Heckendom said uniformity is
imponant in presenting a consistent
image. It is then not apparent how
many officers are patrolling the
campus.
The new cars were custom
designed. so features like a glow-inthe-dark pamt JOb would be
posstble They are aisO highly
reflec1ive.
A seal was specially designed
for the cars by Marie Novak in
University Communications.
Designed using red, black and
white, SCSU colors, the seal
features the coupla of Riveiview,
the year the university was founded
(1869) and the words University
Public Safety.
The cars also sport a new e-mail
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RAs dispense advice, enthusiasm

address on the side of the · car:
pubsafe@condor.stcloudstate.edu.
Quick! What are the numbers in
255-HELP? rr a persor\ does not
know this number, 3333 is now
another emergency number people
on campus can call for assistance.
Heckendom said the new
number is very easy to remember. It
does not replace the old number
255-HELP but provides another
option.
Public Safety is available 24
hours a day. 365 days per year even
during summer and holiday breaks.
All of 1he uniformed pa~ro\
people are s1udenlS. "Right now we
have about 4.6or48 patrols. I would
like to see that number rise to 60,"
Heckendom said.
Although the humid days of
August are hanging on for a while
longer, the bitter days of winter will
come soon enough. When they do
UPS will be ready; with portable Sara Kirk/AssJSTANT PHOTO EDfTOR
battery chargers.
"I ordered two of the battery Kevin Casper, a newly appointed resident adviser, shows Thomas Barenbaum to his room
chargers so we could offer a free Thursday on Holes Hall's sixth floor while his younger brother Michael and grandfather Rudy
jump-start seivice. Students have Shane look on. Casper and the other RAs recently participated in a 2-week training period.
enough things to worry about
specific issues such as time Benion Hall.
besides not having their cars start in
management, team
building,
Greg Leslie, senior, returning
the winter." Heckendom said.
alcohol, drugs aiio policies.
adviser at Hill-Case Hall, said, "An
Although not new, the blue
Situations
were
also
acted
out
to
advantage
for returning to the halls
Emergency Phones serve as an
help the advisers fee l comfortable is meeting new staff which in tum
important
safety
measure.
means
new
motivations, goals and
in
making
quick
choices.
However, Heckendorn said some
"I felt the time management energy to work with."
students do not understand the
classes
were.
the
most
beneficial
Goals
for
Byers, Higgins and
phones require two actions.
by Jaime Gannaker
courses in our training," said Angie Leslie fell under the category of
First, pull Open the door of the
unity.
,,.
Byers,
a
first-year
Steams
adviser.
STAFF
WRITER
call box (a ringing can be heard but
Byers wants to grow with her
"I have to remember to plan for my
., UPS has not received the call yet.)
This year's ·residenf advisers
Second, push the red button inside began setting the pace for 1he persona) time as well as time for my residents as well as learn new
things along side of them.
·
the box and UPS will automatically academic year wilh their two-week residents."
Higgins said his goal for the
Camp is a time to meet new staff
know your location and send ou1 long training session.
year
is
to
be
able
to look back and
and
prepare
both
mentally
and
help.
E.ach day of the session began
know he made friends and
Heckendom said it is important with a 6 a.m: walk or run and emotionally for the school year.
"If you can prepare the staff as a hopefully made a difference in his
students remember UPS is not the continued in10 workshops. The day
whole for the coming year, the bond residents' lives.
police.
ended with in-hall meetings.
will be secure and the residents will
Leslie plans to take the
In case of emergency students
Workshops iaught the advisers
should fee l comfortable calling the about how to deal with difficult thrive off the energy being put out accomplishments of last year and
by
the
siaff,"
said
Colin
Higgins,
combine
them with the energy he
police at (9) 911 or UPS at 3333 or situations that may occur during the
senior a remrning ad~iser for has for the new year.
both.
year. Some workshops focused on

Resident advisers
approach new
year with energy,
excitement

Holocaust events made real at museum
by Sarah Tieck
EDITOR

Lynn Bryce said all who have been on a
trip to the Holocaust museum have described
it as a very emotional experience.
"Some have said the impact is lifechanging," said Lynn. who is co-director of
SCSU's Cemer for Holocaust Studies.
Scott and Lynn Bryce have sponsored
several people from SCSU and the area
through a grant from the Regis Foundation on
the daylong trip. They choose people who
they believe will benefit from visiting the
U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum in
Washington, D.C. The trip is organized by the
Jewish Com munity Relations Council in
Minneapolis.
Tomorrow, Les Green, director of the
office of cu ltural diversity in the college of
education. and several other people from
SCSU and the area, will leave the
Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport
for Washington, D.C., at 6:30 a.m. on a
chartered plane.
They will take a bus to the museum 1hat
morning, explore 1hroughou1 the day and
return to Minneapolis by 8:30 p.m.
Les became interested after his wife,
Sally, a St. Cloud teacher, and their daughter
Mary, sophomore, went on the trip las!

December. They returned to St. Cloud by 10
p.m. yawning, but wanting to discuss their
discoveries at 1he museum.
"I assumed they would want 10 go to bed
-we were still up at three in the morning," he
said.
Mary and Sally showed Les books and
pictures. They told him about seeing shoes
and stories. Les was intrigued and called the
Bryces and asked to go on the next trip.
This is trip is important to him because the
same racism which caused the Holocaust
touched his fami ly and SCSU.
He said learning about the events in the
Holocaust is a chance for people to examine
attitudes which allow racism and the end
results. It is a chance to realize everyone is
responsible and no ony is guilty.
"It is imponan1 to remember the
Holocaust as I a step along the racism
continuim and not as a seperate issue," Les
said.
This is why the Holocaust is more than
jus1 a history lesson. It is taugh1 at all levels in
classes ranging from English to art to speech.
"It's a lot of different lessons in one," said
Cooky Miller, Holocaust trip coordinator for
the JCRC.
Those who visit the museum can hear the
voices of witnesses. see clothing and touch a
bunk from one of the camps.

"It's not third person, it's first person,"
"You really walk in10 the world of the
Mi ller said.
Holocaust when you enter the building," said
The museum and its exhibits are designed Miller.
to give 1he experience of the Holocaust.
Miller is going on the day-long trip for the
Les' wife and daughter realized the founh time and said each time she learns
Holocaust did not happen to a group of six something new.
million people, it happened to six million
She said everyone who goes will have a
individuals. ''They were
different reaction
not saying the number six
~
· and experience as

:~~~~~!~:~~;:::~~!
and

you

get

an

u~;i::;i~g~hem~i~m

f;fr~;nts antt a~~~:~~~:
telling the stories of all the

~~~i~~ pei:f~~~gby :~:
~~~~~~:1;, Jef:V~~~;

====-4•··•--====

~:::n~e brings a
background.

You really walk into

wa:'Th~h~: . tim~i

the world of the , ~~~ire~h:d !ecw:n~
Holocaust when you day," she said,
enter the building.
:~1t~~~btei0 ~~

Cooky Miller
eno~t~r said it is
Witnesses and Poles.
HOLOCAUST TRIP COORDINATOR
important to see this
Lynn has never been
exhibit and not look
on the day-long trip, but
away because it
has visited the museum several times. She brings a new level of understanding. She said
said it has always been a positive experience the events and attitudes that led to the
for her.
Holocaust are still happening today People
She is relieved the Holocaust museum can learn and unders1and by hearing, seeing
exists to fill in the gaps and represent the and touching.
"'It's something that cannot just be
events and people in the Holocaust to people
who do not travel and see the actual sites.
taught," she said.

s~ Peter
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Due to the National Guard
blocking neighborhoods, residents
were unable to get their homes
when necessary to collect their
salvagable items.
Now the biggest problem is the

cost of repair and finding the
materials to make rebuilding
possible Luker said.
"I would estimate the average
cost per family at approximately
$100,000," she said. "Houses in the
St. Peter area are expensive as it is
and since the tornado the cost of
building has tripled as the cost of
supplies such as siding and
shingles has tripled."
"Windows are impossible to
get, it's the cost of each item that
adds up," Luker said. "St. Peter is a
seller's marke1 and the demand for
building supplies is high so the cost

follows."
Prior to the
twister St. Peter
had
a
population of
9,784 and if the
~!creasfrcent
accurate, the
IX)pulation will
fall to about

~::1~m.
~~:~P~i,

is

for the increase.
•

====i■•.,,,===

"When
the tornado
hit Gustavus
was on it and
had a quick

St. Peter is a seller's ~~~;J~g in
market and the
students to
let
them
demand for
know
the
building supplies is ~:~ be
high so the cost
7.ft r;;~~:
follows.
said. "We

"Gustavus is doing quite well,
everything is underway and the
landscaping is done," she said.
·
Gustavus has had many
volunteers helping throughout the
summer, according to Senne. She
said electrical lines will be put

experiencing a
recofd
high
are looking
enrollment.
Barb Luker
at
2,440
Stacia Senne,
ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
students in
news director at - - - - - - - - - - the
fall
Gustavus
breaking the
Adolphus explained some reasons record set in 1988 of2,389."

camp~.s

ravo

Read
the E.

underground as a preventative
measure in the case of another
disaster. "I don't think the tornado
crushed the community and city of
S1. Peter," Senne said. "lf anything
it brought the community together."
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hnprovements part of new library design
~ by Kristin Albrecht
MANAGING EDITOR

The new learning resources center will be
a combination of state-of-the-an technology
and additional convenience for SCSU

students and the surrounding community.
Ceniennial Hall, where the current center
is located, was opened in 1971. Ar thai time
there were about 8.000 students attending
SCSU. Currently there are 14,500 students

registered.
SCSU has been trying for more than a
decade to raise money for the new 2 13,000

square-foot building.
Recently, the Minnesota Legislature

provided $30 million for the new library and
another $6.5 million is being raised. Local
businesses and donations have helped in this

process.
"The new library will be a big change for
this campus," said Marsha Shoemaker,

-.

intenn
director
of
University
Communications. "It will significantly
change the look."
Groundbreaking for the new building is
set for 2 p.m. on Sept. 2 and will take place
on the site of the new library. The rain site is
the center stage of 1he Perfonning Arts
Center.
Gov. Ame Carlson, Morris Anderson,
chancellor for Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities and Lt. Gov. Joanne Benson will
be attending the ceremony.
Kristi Tornquist, dean of Leaming
Resources and Technology Services, said the
two main reasons why SCSU needs a new
library are lack of size and electronic access.
She said the library's collection has grown
incredibly since Centennial Hall was built
and the new building will have compact
shelving.

The new shelving will provide space infonnation technology · and audio/visual
The new learning resources center will
savings for printed materials.
equipment.
serve regional partners that include K-12
Also, the current building was not
"One thing students expressed they school media cent~rs, public libraries, college
designed for network electronic access.
wanted in the library was group study rooms, and university libraries and hospital libraries
"When the library was built there was not Tornquist said.
as well .
a great demand for computers and the wiring
"Both students and faculty would have
The new building will also incorporate
that has been installed, Tornquist said.
access to these rooms."
natural light.
"The new library is designed for the
Also included in the plans for the library
''The library will have a beautiful reading
Infomedia Arcade. There will be more are climate-controlled archives, space for the area with natural light filtering in from the
professional assistance available for students Center for Holocaust Studies and a 24-hour outside," Tornquist said.
using the lab."
coffee shop.
Prut of the design of the building is the
The new
signature Lantern
building was ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ Tower. It will span
designed by
the Leonard
Parker
Associates and
will have 32
percent more
space
than
Centennial
Hall. It will be built north of
Barden Park
and west of
SCSU's
Perfonning
Arts Center on
the west side
of campus.
The
building will
have seating
for 2,200 and
include
12
student study rooms, six electronic
classrooms and a 225-seat auditorium, plus
1,200 network connections and 300 computer
workstations.
1be auditoi;ium will provide space for
lecture classes. academic presentations and
public events. It will include the latest

_ Another prut of the building will be an
expanded Center for Teachin.f Excellence
that will provide cutting-edge,_,:echnology.
This will allow faculty to use some of the best
resources available to develop better
instructional methods and expanded
knowledge of academic fields.

all three stories and
will symlx:ilize the
light of learning.
Tornquist also
prutofthedesignis
the circulation and
reference
desks
will be located on
the first floor.
She
said
construction
should take 22-24
months, depending
on the weather. The
change
of
buildings will be
done in the least
disruptive way.
A company will
be hired to move
the materials from
one building to
another. 'This will take place either between
December's semester break or during the
later prut of the summer when classes are not
in session.
Tornquist said construction will begin for
the new building alx:iut the third week in
September.

THE ROX
Drink Specials:

9:00-10:00 p.m.

'fuesday

Wednesday - Saturday

9:00-12.00 Collins Night

• 'taps di Rails
Wednesday
5 00-9 00 /3ucket of Rocks
9 00-12 00 /3uck Taps & Ralls
(Morgan, /3ac

( }VI.organ, (Jacardi, Windsor)

~~

;s

• Jree Jood
Door Prizes will be given
away every ts minutes

'fhursday
9 00-1100 Teas & /3erry Wine Coolers

Jriday

• Come in di request your

~

favorite hits from

swing to the latest techno!
Saturday
9:00-1 WO Sex on the /3mch

506 }VI.all (Jermain
Downtown St. Cloud
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~CLOUD

~SPITAL
CentraCare Corporation
'A

1406 Sixth Avenue North

St. Cloud, Minnesota 56303-1901
(612)251-2700

St. Cloud Hospital has a variety of afternoon
and evening positions available that
work great with your school schedule!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Child Care Specialist
Data Entry Technician
Health Unit Coordinator
Laboratory Assistant
Patient Care Assistant
Patient Care Extender/ETC
Processing Center Attendant
Resident ~ssistant
Telecommunications Attendant
Unit Support

Casual/ on call
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
FT
Reserve PT
PT
PT

$7.50/hr.
$7.81/hr.
$8.34/hr
$8.34/hr
$7.33/hr
$8.34/hr
$7.81/hr
$7.33/hr
$7.81/hr
$7.33/hr

For more information, call us at 255-5650 to
request an application or stop into Student
Employment Services at the SCSU
Administration Building room 101 to view our
job posting. You can also check us out at the
employment fair on Wednesday, September 26.
We seek individuals who have worked in culturally diverse environments
EOE-Drug/ Alcohol Screen
Smoke Free Environment.

The St. Cloud State University Program Board Concerts Committee Presents

,_, JOHN MICHAEL ---

.M O N T G O M-E. R Y
WITH SPECIAL GUEST

,_, Jack Ingram
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1998
8. P.M. •HALENBECK MAIN GYM

ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSllY

~

Sepe er 1·2 SCSU Students, Faculty, and Staff only
.9 a.m. · 6 p.m. Ritsche Auditorium, Stewart Hall
Beginning September 3, tickets available to SCSU students, faculty ,
staff and public at Atwood Information Desk and all Ticketmaster

locations~
SCSU Students

$12 Upper Level
$16 Mairi Floor

SCSU Faculty, Staff
and Public

$22 Upper Level
$26 Main Floor

•SCSU students eligible for 2 tickets per 1D at student prices.

FOR DETAILED TICKET INFORMATION, CALL (320) 654-5347
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There is a place for students in politics
poli1ical campaigns. As the adviser for the

by Melissa Gilman

College Republicans group for SCSU he

ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Got only one ear tuned in to all that

political ca\k? Flip the t. v. channel when
candidates come on? Politics may not be a
hot topic among college studenL<;, but some of
the issues on the table may be of great interest
to them. According to volunteers for political
parties and campaigns, majori1y rules; if
students do not participate another majority
of people will. Participants are the decision
makers.
"There are two things you can do in
politics; donate money or donate time. Not
everyone has money but everyone has time,"
said John Palmer, director of Minnesota

Highway Safety Centers.
Since 1978 Palmer has volunteered for

encourages students to also participate in
campaigns.
On Sep. 15 the gubernatorial primaries
will be held in Minn. People must choose one
political pany and vote only for candidates
within that !)arty. The person who wins the
primary for the Democratic Fann Labor
Union (DFL), the Republican pany and the
Refonn pany receives the suppon of that
party and will be on the election ticket for the
Nov. 2 election.
This time of the year is a good time for
students to become knowledgeable about
each candidate and their philosophies and to
follow the political process.
Jim Pehler, associate editor of Leaming
Resources and Technology ' Services,

suggested students look at the Star Tribune
for the week of Aug. 17-21. For each day of
the week they printed a candidate profile for
each of the five DFL candidates.
Connie Arch attended SCSU for a few
years and first became involved in
volunteering for political campaigns in 1992.
She said voters decide at the Sept. 15 primary
who they want for governor. "What comes
out detennines who's on the ballot in Nov."
Arch, like many students, was unfamiliar
with the political process and felt it had little
to do with her.
"I had a friend who asked me to come to a
caucus. I recalled one of my government
teachers telling me this was a grass roots
process. I didn't know much about politics so
I asked a bunch of questions at the meeting,"
Arch said.

\.tl,l)E 4\/ilJliE
~LEIJNEe~
~o,N LIJflNl)ey

[ffifil
PREGNANCY

lESllNG.

Arch walked in parades carrying signs and
also did lit drops, (dropping off infonnation
about caniiidates al front doors).
She said the parties do not seem to truly
represent Minnesotans. "We aren't geuing a
diverse group of people running for offices."
This leads to a cycle of many people being
left out of the political arena. If people are not
knowledgeable about politics they will not
participate by campaigning, running for
office or voting. They are then left
unrepresented.. College students are an
oftentimes underrepresented group.
"SCSU is almost a whole precinct. If
those students came to a caucus they could
elect someone who reflected their concerns,"
Arch said.

Go ro CAMPAIGN, PAGE 8 •

~
15th Ave. N.

~

r---------------, r----------------,
I
DRY CLEANING
SWEATERS
SLACKS
$L95

I
I
I
I
I

t

I
I
_______________ .JI

Expires 10/31/98

COIN LAUNDRY
FREE WASH WITH
THE PURCHASE OF
ANOTHER WASH
$L25 VALUE
Expires 10/31/98

----------------

Flexible Fall Positions Available
Due to an expanding clientele, .
Meyer Telemarketing has
20 position openings.
We offer:

• Flexible
Scheduling - Pick the shifts YOU want to work! Work as
many as 35 hrs/wk. or as few as 20,
it's up to you,
• Great Pay _ - $6.50/hr, to start, $7/hr. after two
weeks! Earn an additional $4/hr. in

incentives!
• Resume
Builder

- Learn the essential commmunication
skills you need to stay on top of
today's competitive business world.

Join St. Cloud's number one
telemarketing firm today!

Call 259-4050
for a telephone application.

"Working at Meyer Telemarketing has
been a great experience for me. It's a
lot of fun working on all the different

MEYEFi

TELEMARKETING

customer programs."- Shelly, scsu g,ad
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According to Arch, the last two caucuses
were held when students were on spring

break.
Dick Lewis, interim dean of c0llege of
social sciences, said in general very few
students participate in politics. 'The most

basic level of particip?-tion is to vote. Across
th..: country levels of civic activity are low. •
, Lewis is the fonner adviser for the DFL
group. While growing up in Kansas,
desegregation was being debated in Brown
vs. Topeka Kansas ( 1954). He has been
· involved in most aspects of political

campajgriing.
"I began working for the McGovern
campaign at a grass roots level, carrying
banners in parades, licking envelopes,
labeling and lit dropping. I'm most likely to

deliver literature because I'm fast and I enjoy
it. You have to be willing to do mundane
things," Lewis said.
"Dismal. is too positive of a tenn for the
level of political involvement on this
campus," Lewis said.
Eric Williams, president of the College
Republicans, may agree with this statement
"Typically interest rises and peaks on an
election year. The problem we are faced with
then is how to keep interest after that"
Williams said the group provides
opportunities to become involved with
politics. These may help increase interest in
and understanding of politics.
"We're working with the Criminal Justice
Association to organize a debate between the
attomey general candidates on Oct. 7 in
RitscheAuditorium," Williams said. "I've got
yellow lights from the candidates because
they are concerned about who the moderator
will be. We are trying to get National Public
Radio to moderate."
The organization is also trying to organize
a gubernatorial debate on campus at the end

felt, who they thought apClut voting for and
of Oct."
"We are working with the State what issues were important to them.
Republican Party on a having campaign
This position helped her gain
school come to SCSU," Williams said.
communication skills and a greater
The training program would exist for understanding about politics.
"Media reports can sometimes be difficult
candidates and campaigners. It instructs
people how to walk, talk and address the to understand. It is easier to see complexities
in situations when you've been following the
issues. It is not limited to candidates.
"Another activity we support is the candidates. Politics do not exist in a vacuum,"
internship program. It involves pairing group Silva said.
Many people think they
members
know what the political parties
with
lawmaker,"
stand for or understand the
Williams
issues being debated but myths
and misinfonnation get in the
said. "They
can work as
way of real understanding.
pages, clerks, Dismal
According . to Williams
there is a lot of cynicism
subject
matter
concerning if an individual's
vote really counts.
experts, etc.
"Although money is very
We'll get you
much a part of politics the
in the door
but after that
bottom line is you still need
you're
on
votes,"
Williams
sa:d.
your own."
"Legislatures need to listen to
Dick lewis
There are
you because if they don't they
INTERIM
DEAN
OF
CoLLEGE
OF
SoclAL
benefits to be
won't get your vote."
SclENCES
gained from
Palmer said candidates
listen to constituents. 'There is
volunteering
for
a
no greater means to gaining
campaign. Silva Palmer, immediate past access than to volunteer. I'm on a first name
president of the College Republicans, became basis with many people."
involved with politics because of her father,
Williams said, '"There are two aspects to
John PalmCr.
politics; principles and popularity. You can
'1 got involved when I W2S young because stand for all the highest ideals but the
my dad was so involved. My mother didn't problem is they don't mean much unless you
like to go to political things so I began are in a position of power to act on them. The
attending the dinners with my father, soon popularity helps you get to that position."
after I started to volunteer," said Palmer.
He also said dealing with politi\tinvolves
Silva was first elected to a position in a compromise. '1t is not a not a win-win
local party, the.l to the congressional district situation. It's a lose-lose situation because it
level and finally to a field representative. She involves everyone giving in a little. But that's
was in charge of knowing how the delegates o.k."

is too positive
of a tennfor the level
ofpolitical
involvement on this

campus.

Williams is the Republican Precinct
Captain for 1st Precinct, 1st Ward, 16A.
."I go to all the local state party meetings
for Senate District 16 , which are usually
once a month. I do fund-raising for the local
party like door knocking and working at the
phone bank. I also work with local candidates
on how to appeal or reach out to campus.
Students care about different things. I help
them work on targeting a message to
students."
Students have the ability to influence their
environment through political participation.
Pehler has indicated he would serve as an
adviser to a campus DFL group. He is
currently seeking individuals who are
interested in participating in the organization.
He said students may think, "why
bother?" but it is the governor who sets the
tone by stating what he or she believes is
necessary in tenns·of allocation.
This rs why it is important for students to
be aware of their option to vote at the
Primary.
'The next legislative session deals with a
biannual budget The budget allocation will
drive what we can do on this Campus for
retaining quality faculty and keeping a
relatively low tuition rate," said Pehler.
The last day to preregister for the primary
is August 25. Students can do so :it
Mainstreet.
Silva Palmer said, "Young people are
taught the political process is something to be
avoided. Our society will not tell you a lot
about politics. You have to start at the bottom
and make a lot of phone calls."
She suggested students call the state party
and find out about volunteer opportunities.
Lewis believes a change in attitude
towards politics can happen. "I see real
promise to encourage all students to be active
participants on a political level."
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Does an empty resume have you

Frazzftld?

Fingerhut Companies Inc.
Welcomes SCSU Students!
For Back To School Jobs Call Our Job Hotline
At 654-JOBS!

( ·(hrnnide ,ldlllps '\
Do you want to enhance your
resume, improve your design skills

and get paid?
University Chronicle is

We Offer:
PT & FT positions with a variety of schedules to fit around classes
Good Pay
Tuition Assistance
Paid Vacation/Holidays/Sick Time
Medical/Dental/Vision Insurance Options
Casual Dress Code
Comfortable and Modem Workplace
Company Store Benefits
Employee Activities
&More!
CALL TODAY!!

looking for Advertising
Representatives. Applications can
be picked up in SH 13 or for more
information call Jacque at 255-3943.

Chronicle
olling

~ -. ; ; __ .·_~·ailabl
NOSEWNG!
Minnesota Survey Research has TEMPORARY positions
available, conducting pre-election polling for the
1998 election season.
• Easy, sit-down, blue-jean job!
• ' 6.50/hour to start, '7/hour after two weeks, plus bonuses paid daily!
• Flexible scheduling-day and evening positions available
• Could lead to regular employment

Don't miss this opportunity to earn extra cash!
Call 656-4156 for a telephone application today!
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Aerial Communications is opening a new store in
the Crossroads Mall in St. Qoud and
WE'RE CELEBRATING
Friday, August 28-Sunday, August 30!!
Make a free call on us!
FREE PAIR OF TICKETS TO HUSKY HOCKEY
for the first 25 customers each-day!!
Free refreshments!
1-320-203-1771
WWW.AERIAL 1.COM

Look for us at the SCSU Kickoff MAINSTREET Event on
Tuesday, August 25th.

Ask about Aerial's BIG DEAL promotion Get 500 {anytime) minutes for $50 or 750 (anyt \!'le ) minutes for $75
lus a
30 cash rebate on all handsets.
Payment history verification required. Big deal promotion ends 10-4-98. One set of tickets per activation. Tickets valued at $10 each. Tickets not exchangeable or
redeemable for cash or credit. Obligation to return tickets or reimburse Aerial if phone is returned within 30 days. Aerial and "You called. We answered." are service
marks of Aerial Communications, Inc.
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·Professional Business Fraternity
for men & women.

Informational meetings:
Tuesday, September 8, 5-7 p.m .
Wednesday, September 9, 3-5 p.m.
Thursday, September IO, 5-7 p.m.

Free Pizza & Pop!
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Employment
prospects good for
returning students
Economic survey
points to continuing of
good times for St.
Cloud area jobs
by Eric S. Dietz
& MONEY EDITOR

CAREER

The economy of St. Cloud is still in good
shape.
This is according to the St. Cloud index of
Leading Economic Indicators, which is an
economic survey conducted by economics

professor Dr. Mark Partridge at S1 .Cloud
State University.
From May of 1997 to May of 1998 total
employment rose by 2 percent in the St.
Cloud metropolitan area.
The St. Cloud Index of Leading Economic
Indicators suggests that the growth of the S1.
Cloud area will continue for the next four to
six months.
The study was completed in July and takes
into account new business starts, residential
electric hookups, the number of hours worked
in the manufaccuring sector and the United
f,tates' national economic leading indicators.

The St. Cloud economic index was
enhanced by an increase in the number of
assumed business starts, an increase in the
average manufacturing weekly hours and an
increase in new residential electric hookups.
The United States-Leading Indicator Index
fo:· Lhese areas has not displayed the same
amount of growth as in Si. Cloud in recent
m0nths.
"St Cloud is a college town,'' Partridge
said. "Certain businesses are really affec1ed
by the srudents."
The number of non-agricultural jobs in
May 1998 was 87,954. This number dropped
to 85 910 in June, a drop of 2.3 pe!"Cent,
according to the Bureau of Labor Statisucs.
Students returning to the area from other

schools offset a drastic change in the number
of employed persons.
Part of the success of St. Cloud is thm it
has become a retail hub. This has given St.
Cloud the ability to pull in dollars from
5urrounding cities, according to Partridge.
The prospect of employment for students
is good.
"If a student wants a job, they can get a
job." Partridge said. "The worst scenario I can
think of is Christmas season hiring won't be
as good."
Overall, St. Cloud has been beuer off than
the rest of the nation.
"St. Cloud has done better than the rest of
the nation in the '90s," Partridge said.
This success is due in part to a big growth Illustration by Jon Jacobs
in manufacturing which has not been seen in the local growth.
"The national economy is starting to feel
the rest of the country.
Relatively low wages and competitive the effects of the (slowing) Asian economy,"
Partridge said.
business have also taken
The Asian cri~gan
St. Cloud to new heights.
about a year ago and
Construction
those effects are just now
continues to grow. In the
starting to be felt in the
last year. employment
United States. Large
from the construction
Minnesoia companies
industry is up more than
such as 3M are already
10 percent.
starting to feel the effects
This
construction
of the foreign economic
trend will continue due to
slowdown. If an effect
the new Flyer bus plant
does reach St. Cloud, it
Dr. Mark Partridge
and SCSU's new library.
will be towards the end of
Yet another sec1or
PROFESSOR
the year, according to
which continues to grow
Partridge.
is the retail sector. With
If the Asian crisis does
500 more retail ixisitions
slow
the
national
in May 1998 than the
economy
it
will
slow
exixirts which will
recent low of July 1997.
"Cost of business is preuy low here," begin to affect St. Cloud's manufacturing
Partridge said. "St. Cloud has a good labor sector which will spill over to other sectors of
the economy.
force in general."
For now the St. Cloud economy will
One of the limiting factors that could slow
the growth of St. Cloud is its infrastructure. continue to grow at about I, 700 new jobs per
This ixitential bottleneck could cause growth year or about 2 percent.
However, it may be tough to fill all of
to slow.
Foreign markets could also start to slow these jobs as there appears to be a continued
labor shortage in the St. Cloud area.

If a student wants
a job, they can get
ajob.

May's unemployment rate of 2.5 percent
was a full percentage point below May
1997.
A chief indicator that labor is in demand is
that the "help wanted" linage in the St. Cloud
Times was about 25 percent higher than
expected for the first two quarters of 1his
year.
The labor market is not as tight as the
Twin Cities and Rochester area with a low
of 1.7 percent and 1.5 percent unemployment.
July unemployment for the St. Cloud
Metropolitan Statistical Area was 2.4 percent,
according to the Minnesota Department of
Economic Security.
Despite this increasingly tight labor
market, wages have not kept up with the pace
of unemployment rates. Manufacturing
wages were up only 2 percent from May of
1997.
The Four to Six Month Leading Indicator
Index has been steadily rising since January
of 1996 demonstrating the continued growth
of the St. Cloud area.
It appears that the only threat to this
growth is the slowdown of the Asian
economy.
"We will see continued steady growth for
four to six months," said Partridge. "After tha1
time the Crystal Ball gets fuzzy."

D.B. Searle's reopens its doors to the public
by Dave Walz
STAFF WRITER

It all started for Tom Erner at the young
age of 16 as he washed dishes for those who
would dine at a St. Paul restaurant.
Today, he calls the shots as new owner of
D.S. Searle's in downtown St. Cloud.
His aSl:ent was coupled with intennediate
steps, first serving as a bartender and then
moving on to management for a number of
years at Forepaughs, a French restaurant in St.
Paul.
Informed of the opportunity b)' his
landlord, owner of both the Forepaughs
building and the D.B. Searle's building, he
and three others at Forepaugh's decided to
take advantage of the opening.
"I just thought it was a good opixirtunity,
a great location," Erner said. "The restaurant
has so much ambiance and character."
While most of his partners will stay in St.
Paul, Erner will be relocating from his present
location near White Bear Lake to a residence
closer to the area.
And with reopening imminent, Erner has

been scrambling to ensure that the
restaurant's revival today is a success.
He knows however, he won't be able to
tackle that feat alone. He's counting on the 10
to 15 returning employees to provide a lot of
assistance.
"When you come into a place that's this
IJig, am:: you don't know where anything is
it's kind of hard, but it helps when you have
some of your staff to help you, to give you
'-OIJll! ideas and input," Erner said.
To brace for the opening, the facility has
been undergoing a series of changes and
preparations.
In addition to a lot of cleaning and some
menu changes, structural improvements
include new heating and air conditioning,
new kitchen equipmer,t, and a new roof.
The crew suffered an unexpected setback
amidst the renovations when ixiuring rain
seeped imo the building through the only
partially finished roof, causing damage to
some of the flooring.
But the damaged material has since been
repiaced with a brand new floor, and was
ready in plenty of time for the private mock

opening that took place there last Friday and good for both business operations and
customer flow is the conversion of the second
Saturday night.
Charging $5 a1 the door, Erner said the floor into a sports bar.
The idea behind the move was to create a
money they raised will be donated to the Big
fun environment while simultaneously
Brothers Big Sisters organization.
"It's a good way for us to practice, and alleviating pressure from the first floor, said
also a good way to raise money for charity," .manager Mark Baisley.
Erner said.
Baisley, who dined as a customer at the
Aside from a few delays stemming from restaurant about a month before its closing,
glitches in the facility's new computer said he was drawn to work there for the same
system, everything ran smooth, and prospects reasons he was drawn as a patron.
were looking up.
''I think it's got that old style feeling, that
"I think the building is fabulous," said chef romantic appeal that everybody likes in
Phil Buettner. "I think it's a no-brainer town," Baisley said.
that we're going to make some money
When the restaurant opens to the public
here with the crowds and all that kind of today, all involved seem to agree that the
stuff."
primary goal is to keep D.8 Searle's the sa~e
The establishment is also looking for place that everyone has grown to love.
dedication among its employees to ensure a
"We'd like to have a place where anyone
from the high school couple to the
prosperous future.
"The ·way we like to do things is get a grandparents can come for a night on the
good staff in there and not have much town," Baisley said.
turnover at all. Get some people that
Erner added that they'd like the restaurant
work and stay and grow with u~." Buettner to be a great sixit for friends and family to
meet and gather, and to, "Just basically have
said.
Another alteralion that promises to be fun and serve good food and libations."
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Fire alarms
should be loud
enough to alert
Last weekend was the first days back on campus for
many returning students. The night was filled with
celebrations, goodbyes, hellos and unsettling events.
One such event happened in an apartment building
near campus which is inhabited mostly by students. A
fire alarm was pulled at about 1:30 a.m. on Sunday. Ar
this time, some students in that building were up
partying and talking, some were unpacking belongings,
some were sleeping and some were were still awake
and talking in a bedroom with the door shut. They
heard a very soft, high pitched noise and laughed
thinking someone's car alarm had gone off.
But the sound persisted and did not seeIILto be
corning from outside, so they got up to investigate.
They listened out the window and realized the sound
was indeed from inside. As they opened the bedroom
door into the living room they realized the sound was
corning from the hallway - it was the fire alarm.
They were frightened and knocked on sleeping
roommates' doors. All of them quickly exited the
building to w_ait for fire trucks to arrive and signal an all
clear. F1 ve mmutes passed, then 10 minutes ...
gradually, other residents stumbled out of the building,
some became impatient and we t backjp.
fire
trucks did not come and neitlier did the management.
, Finally, one resident went back in and called the
management's 24-hour number. This was the first the
message service had heard of the alarm; the
representative said she would call someone from
management and the fire department. Then she told the
caller to wait outside, "in case there really was a fire."
This story's ending is happy, the alarm was false and
fire trucks arrived several minutes after the resident's
call just to check things out. But, still, these events are
frightening.
U there really was a fire what would happen? Would
sleepmg residents hear and heed the alarm's warning?
Where was the fire department - 20 minutes of time
lost from the first screeches of an alarm could cost
residents everything they own.
Sunday morning's events were unfortunate and
unnecessary, but perhaps they were a blessing in
disguise and hold some important survival lessons.

GUESTEssAY
BRUCE GRUBE,

New changes are in store for SCSU
Happy New Year and a
hearty welcome to St.
Cloud State University.
Whether you're new to
campus or a returning
student, you're in for an
exciting year on many
fronts.
For one thing,
it's the university's
first year on the
semester system, a
change that affects
everyone on
campus and
undoubtedly has
presented

challenges to students as
well as to faculty and staff.
But it's a change I trust
most will come to
appreciate, especially when
that long mid-year break
comes along in December.
Another big change you
won't help but notice is
construction on the new

Editoriill Board,
Sarah neck
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Erik Petersen
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$CSU PRESIDENT

library, which we anticipate
will begin before
September ends. The
ceremonial groundbreaking
for the "Library for a New
Century" will begin at 2
p.m. September 2. I hope
you all stop by that
afternoon for a look at the
new library site north of
Barden Park and west of
the Performing Arts Center.
We'll be welcoming the
governor and other

government and education
leaders to our campus to
help kick off the building
of this long-awaited
project.

And what a project it is.
Nol only will this new
learning resources center
have 32 percent more space
than the current SCSU
library, it will offer 1,200
network connections for
laptop computers
and several hundred
computer

workstations, as
well as efficiently
shelved
publications, and
knowledgeable
professionals to
guide users of
everything from traditional
materials to high-tech
networks.
When I was a student,
the libraries I frequented
were places to discover
adventure and explore the
world. Pages of books
were filled with fascinating
people and places. From
the words on those pages
history came alive for me,
and a world of ideas
unfolded. But compared
with what SCSU's library
of the 21st century will be,
the library of my college
days was an extremely
limited resource. In the
library of the 21st century,
the vehicles for exploration
and study will be far more
sophisticated and diverse.
They will provide access to
sources of information and
technology and expand our
capabilities in ways I never
imagined as a student.
The new library is

central to St. Cloud State's
commitment to remaining
on the cutting"·edge of
information technology, as
well as its commitment to
building on the university's
already strong reputation
for academic excellence.
While it will be a place
where students still can
savor the written word, this
wonderful new center for
exploring and learning will
house computer
workstations to connect
users with the information
technology networks that
hold the keys to academic
and cultural development.
All in all, it's a great
time to be a student at St.
Cloud State. I envy you.
These will be some of the
best years of your life, a
time for exploring and
experimenting, of growing
and changing. I
congratulate you for
deciding to spend these
very important years at this
school that I believe offers
the resources and diversity
of friendships and
influences that can only be
found at a big university,
along with the friendly,
student-centered
atmosphere usually found
only at small colleges. I
personally guarantee that
every student will have
every opportunity to have a
safe and positive
experience on this campus.
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New position
opens door
for change
The first day of school has arrived and now it's
time to pick up where we left off.

Some of you may not remember and others are
new this year so l am going to take this opportunity
to remind you just what we left off with last spring.
The topic of racism and just what to do about it
was on the minds of plenty of students and
administrators during the course of the last school

year.
There were presentations by various campus
organizations trying to help everyone understand
the situation.
The administration launched its infamous button
campaign with the 'We're all in this together'
slogan.
Just about everyone had a take on the subject, _
but no one seemed able to agree on just what to do.
It all hit me when the Student Coalition Against
Racism held a speak out against University
Chronicle spring quarter. I have always been proud.
of my affiliation with this paper and believed in
what I have written.
When my fellow students stood up and spoke
out against what I had always been so proud of, I
was not sure what to think.
It hurt me that the readers could not take the
same pride in this paper that I had always taken.
This is what inspired the Reader's Advocate
position.
My main goal as a Reader's Advocate is to make
this publication something everyone can be proud
of. This means WE have a lot of work to do.
I say we because this involves you, the reader, as
well. When you read this paper, some sort of
opinion or reaction should arise. If we make you
mad, let me know. If we cover a particular issue
well, I want to know it. Then I can explain your
views to the editorial staff.
I see my new position as a go-between for you
the readers and our staff here at the Chronicle. I
look foiward to receiving suggestions through
Reader's Surveys, letters to the editor and by
talking with as many of you as possible.
I want to use these suggestions to create an
understanding for writers who may not be aware of
the impact their stories have on the readers and
readers who may not be aware of all the aspects of
the job writers do.
As your Reader's Advocate, I promise to do my
best to translate your opinions into change here at
the Chronicle. All you have to do is let me know
what you want changed.
I will be at the Chronicle booth at Mainstreet
from 3:30 to 4:30p.m. ! look forward to talking
with you about any ideas or comments you may
have.
I am in the process of scheduling regular office
hours, during which I will be available to take your
suggestions. For more infonnation on how to
contact me please call the Chronicle's office at 2554086 and leave a message or a voice mail or visit
us in Stewart Hall, room 13.
Hopefully, we can make this another memorable
year together, but this time for positive reasons. •

Homelessness shakes life
This is a response to the letter headlined "Don't
be proud of homeless stint" by Nicole Meierhofer in
the August 7th issue.
The author and I are related through a dissolved
marriage and have hardly spoken for ten years. I am
the "brother" referred to therein and feel compelled
to respond to the discussions of my personal
experience that has found its way to these pages.
Although the letter was clearly well-meaning and
informative, I felt very uncomfortable with how
myself and my experience were portrayed as naive
and meaningless. There were also a number of
inaccuracies that made me actually quite furious at
first.
Allowing myself to become homeless was
probably the most frightening, enlightening and lifeshaking thing I have and ever will experience.
It will be years before I fully interpret why I did it
and just what exactly I learned about myself, my
society and homeless people in general. San
Francisco was exactly the best locale for such an
endeavor, but it never was my intent to make it so. I

~

run out of money. I could not find a job.
Even though I had places to tum, they were
unpleasant options and represented a failure on my
part. Failure to "make it" on my own and failure to
find happiness away from a family that didn't
understand me and had left me "stranded" anyway
emotionally.
So I am proud. I've discovered just what kind of
fortitude I can call up in defense of a dream or an
ideal.
I am glad that I was able to build on the kind of
in_fonnation offered in the original letter. I now know
that many, many (if not most) homeless people
choose their lifestyle, angry at their life, their family,
their country - whomever it is or whatever drug it is
that seems to prevent them from realizing their own
happiness.
Until missing from society at large. It is time that
people ask themselves the most painful question: are
people disadvantaged or is their society?

Letters to the Editor
must be no more than
350 words, and must
include name, phone
number, year and
major of writer.

Eric Penniston
St. Cloud, Minn.
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·_Lured North
Two SCSU students spend their vacation
fishing and exploring Canada's wilderness
Photos and Story
by Erik Petersen
PHOTO EDITOR

An eight-hour car ride north of St Cloud
and through Winnipeg, Manitoba puts you on
a bumpy, deserted tar road which, if taken far
enough north, turns to dirt. Two more hours
north on the dirt road brings you to the end, a
little town called Pine Dock where travel
methods are narrowed down to two choices water or air. You choose air.
The pontoons of the float plane leave the
water as you look back at Biscuit Harbor, the
float plane base, and realize you just severed
any ties with civilization you might have had.
But looking out the other window reminds
you why. As far north as the eye can see are
lakes, beautiful aqua blue Canadian lakes
mixed in with bright green pine and fir trees,
tossed together like puzzle pieces from the
sky.
After another hour of flying, the drone of
the plane eases and you feel the elevation
quickly falling off. The lake tipples from a
good headwind and you watch the spray of
while as 1he pontoons touch down. You look
around and decide 'I've just landed in
paradise' then realize you haven't even tried
~shing.
It may not sound like the average college
student's summer vacation, but for Mike and
Dan Compton it has become the nonn. Their
father Bob Compton, along with wife Larene,
has owned and operated Norse Lodge for
nearly ten years. Mike and Dan have been
spending time there ever since.
Mike Compton is a senior in education at
SCSU, and his brother Dan is a junior in the
same major at Bemidji State University.
"It's a great break from reality," Mike

Compton said. "Wonies like grades and tests
and money disappear up there," he said. 'The
only wonies are where to try fishing next.
Norse Lodge is nestled on a jack pinefilled point on the North end of Moor Lake.
The lake is a part of a large river system
with both the Berens and Keeper Rivers
flowing in and out, providing walleye and
northern fishing unmatchable south of the
fifty-second parallel.
The camp is more thanlOO miles from the
nearest paved road. "It really limits the
number of fishennen, and keeps the trophy
fish numbers high," said Bob Compton.
Everything that comes to and from Norse
Lodge ffiust be flown in on airplanes with
pontoons on them instead of wheels, whiCh
allow water landings.
From fishennen to fishing boats, food, gas
and lumber, everything is loaded on the float
planes, flown in, and unloaded.
The planes that are used vary from the
small three-person Cessna 180 to the larger
model Beaver and Otter.
Although extremely secluded, the guests
are treated to big city hotel-like
accommodations. Room service to each of
the ten cabins, home cooked meals and even
a satellite dish to catch the evening i:iews or
even the Twins' games are provided.
Fishing at Norse Lodge is done in 16-foot
Lund boats powered by 20 horse motors. It is
a fully guided trip, so each boat has two
fishermen and one Saulteaux Indian guide.
The guides come from Little Grand
Rapids Indian Reservation, 15 miles from the
lodge. According to Jarvis Keeper, a
Saulteaux guide, Little Grand Rapids has a
population of approximately 1,100 people.
The reservation is cut off from travel except
by air or water.
According to Bob Compton, this solitude
and simple life allows them a
closeness to the land. '1'hey
understand the land and the lakes
better lhan anyone else," Compton
said. Which makes finding fish a
second nature to them.
"l began guiding on Moar Lake
when I was 15," said Billy Keeper,
43,a Saulteaux guide. His brother
Ernest, 33, also began at age 15 .
.Their father was a fishing guide on
the lake as well.
Their knowledge of the lake is
what helps Norse Lodge to
continue getting its name in the
record books year after year.
They registered the largest pike
in Manitoba in both 1993 and 1994,
and boast a reputation of having
trophy fish caught and released by
more than one in three guests.
According to Compton, Norse
Lodge was originally owned by a
man named Ken Leechman. He
built the cabins sometime in the

!%O's.
Apparently Leechman had more
lhan just a love of fishing and the

~~'!

From insi~e ~he lodge, the two modes of
=_in mind when he built
transportation m the North - floatplane and boat
The former owner robbed banks
- are evident. The Cessna 180, shown, is one of in Winnipeg and rather than head
the smaller float planes used for transportation. for the border, would head north.

A fishing experience in Canada Includes more than just catching limlts of fish.
Caribou, moose and bear are seen along the rock and pine shores of Manitoba.
A moose that didn't make It through the winter lies on a rock island in front of an
avid fisherman.

Mike Compton, a senior at SCSU, releases one of many trophy sized northern
pike caught on Moar Lake this summer. Norse Lodge registered the biggest
pike in both 1993 and 1994.
After heisting a bank in 'the city,
Leechman would fly to the lcxtge until the
smoke cleared. According to legend, he
succeeded in this for years before being
caught.
The lodge has since been reverted to a

more legal application, catching fish.
And from the beginning of June until the
end of August fishermen and women can get
more than their fill of catching walleye and
northern.
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Cloud only a week ago. I piled on caught more than I00 fish in the so this was an outgrowth of !hat
the summer clothes that I did have few hours we fished. At noon we experience," Rupp said. He began
and tried to stay busy to keep warm. found a rock and cooked a shore by taking one crew per year. '1n
They are building two new lunch of fresh walleye baked in 1981 , I expanded Voyagers to bring
other crews in every summer," he
cut and many other daily chores cabins behind the main lodge. aluminum foil.
Photos and Story by
said.
required to keep a fishing lodge Construction is crude, but
Erik Petersen
surprisingly precise.
July 9
According to Rupp there were
running.
PHOTO EDITOR
The two carpenters that Bob
Dan and I were out fishing today 14 guides that took 12 different
flew in have already built one new and saw some canoers pulled up groups of students on various canoe
May_27
Experiencing a Canadian fly-in
·
·
ith our
Arrived in Norse Lodge today. cabin, and are in the process of along shore. It looked like three
fishing lodge has always been a One flat tire on the washboard, dirt another. Just pouring the concrete canoes, but we couldn't tell if they
hoose where in
dream of mine. With spring quarter road near Pine Dock and we were footings on a rock that sits at a 45 were Indians from Little Grand or
to go," he said.
behind us, and as a way to avoid a on our way in the big float plane in degree angle is a complicated who they were. It certainly is a long
The average Voyager trip lasts
real summer job, I joined Mike and the sky. Mike and I got into camp ·challenge in itself.
way from any~re, especially in a 25 to 30 days. "Part of reason for
Dan Compton in their routine around seven, unloaded our gear
They are running string lines
that length is to allow an
summer vacation to their father's and hit the lake. We each landed off stumps, trees and anything
opportunity for growth, to work
fishing lodge.
on leadership skills and personal
several nice walleye thiS' evening. else that would hold a line,
Anned with my camera and We fished for an hour and enjoyed making for a serious challenge
decision making and to develop
laptop, (and a fishing rod, just in the sunset and peace and quiet. It's keeping things square and level.
self esteem in the students,"
case) I was prepared for the almost eleven and it's just getting
Rupp said.
Canadian nonh woods and all the dark now.
June6
According to Rupp, the
tourist fishing business had to offer.
The things that a(C done here
students are -chosen lhrou1?.h an
Our intentions were to help out
essay application process. They
are pretty amazing considering
at the fishing camp and get some
we are more than 100 miles
spend time preparing during the
quality fishing time in. We
winter, planning their route and
from civilization. Everything is
June2
managed to succeed in both. The
what they will eat, drying and
It snowed today. l certainly flown in by plane: food, gas,
jobs around camp varied from day wasn'1 prepared for snow af1er lumber, and washing machines.
preparing their food and
.
to day. There were new cabins to be leaving 90 degree weather in St. Some of the things they get in The eagle shows a Canadian-style of organizing the equipment. "In
built, fish to be wrapped, wood to
and out of those little float graffitti, scratching pictures and
the spring we spend time
building skills like paddling and
planes are pretty amazing.
names into the lichen of the rocks
portaging near the Mississippi
The plane today had six 50 along lake shores.
River," Rupp said.
gallon drums filled with gas for
The day we found them was
the motors. A ramp is tied to the canoe.
floor of the plane and the barrels are
July 10
their solo day. They were on their
Bob, a guide from. the area, saw twenty-second day, and were each
slid down the ramp and rolled off
the dock. They have an old lawn several tents and some people spending it alone.
tractor with a trailer to haul heavy canoeing while he was out fishing.
We found a makeshift tent and a
things to the dock and back. The It was the same group of people we boy scattered apart along a couple
barrels are loaded onto the trailer saw yesterday. He stopped and miles of river. We stopped <1;t the
and then hauled up to the gas tank talked to them and found out they first six we came to and offered
were from Minnesota. One of the them a Pepsi. Their big eyes and
to be emptied.
kids wanted to trade a pop for a wide grins proved what one of them
fishing lure, so Bob gave _him a told us. "Simple things like a pop
June 16
sure are nice after a few weeks in
We went and looked at Ernest Coke.
and Billy Keepers cabin today (two
This evening Dan and I took a the bush."
of the Indian guides). It is an 8x IO six pack of Pepsi as a peace
It was bizarre to find people not
log cabin that stands about five feet offering and went out to find the only from the States, but from St.
tall - smaller than the average fish canoers. We wanted to find out Cloud, 100 miles from nowhere.
We sat and talked to each of
house. It is just across the bay from where they were from and what
the main lodge. According to they were up to. We found them them for awhile. They seemed to be
Ernest, his family of five brothers camped about 20 minutes by boat having fun. There was a halfway
and two sisters grew up there, from Norse Lodge.
point where they got resupplied
though he did say they used to put
It certainly is a small world. We with food and gear. They said that is
up tents around the cabin for some found out they are from St. Cloud. when they got mail from home,
of the kids to sleep in. His father There are eight kids - sophomores otherwise they had no contact with
and m6ther used to work here at and juniors from St. Cloud Apollo the real world.
Norse Lodge, his father was a guide and St. Cloud Cathedral high
while his mother helped in the schools - and one leader. Fred
July 12
kitchen.
Rupp, a biology teacher at St.
Our fi nal day in camp. Mike and
June 22
Cloud Cathedral, led the group of I are packed up and ready for the
kids through a program called float plane which will fly us back to
Mike and Dan and I had the
Pine Dock. We accomplished our
day to ourselves to go fishing, so
Voyagers.
we packed a lunch and went north
It is a 24 day canoe trip which goal of helping out around camp,
to Sharpstone Lake, we follow the
started in Wallace Lake, Manitoba and we certainly caught our fair
Berens River about an hour and a
and are taking a 350 mile route via share of fish.
half from the lodge by boat.
the Berens River.
A fishennan told me that the
There are five rapids that are
Rupp began the non-profit time spent fishing doesn't count
ascendable, by boat, but the driver
group as in 1971 as a sophomore a1 against you in your allotted time on
Saulteaux guides Billy Keeper (front) and Edward Owen prepare must know the river and the rapids St Cloud State University where he this earth. l sure banked a lot of
well enough to avoid hitting rocks.
studied Biology.
hours this summer.
the daily shore lunch of walleye, potatoes and baked beans.
"I was active in scouts as a kid,
It was unbelievable fishing. We

Reporter's Journal

.
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Magic summer helps Bouman getting rare s ot at
·to rrdeem baseball achieving childhood dream
For America's beleaguered
baseball fans, this summer has
held quite a bit of excitement to
help regenerate interest in our
national pastime.
We have three playersSt.Louis' Mark McGwire, the
Cubs' Sammy Sosa, and Seattle's
Ken Griffey, Jr.- who are more
than just flirting with Roger Maris'
27-vear old home run record.
McGwire has been comfortably

c::ormer Husky

SCSU alum Todd Bouman is
getting a chance that few football
players at the Division Il level ever
receive.
The fonner Husky
quarterback is fighting for a
roster
spot
on
the
Minnesota Vikings, hoping
to earn the right to back up
Brad Johnson and Randall

which have yet to
LAFAVOR
~7~~~::~:!s~~~v~h~I~::
win 60 games a1 all.
The refresl).ing
droughts. The once mighty
thing about the Yankees is the way
New York Mets have not come
they truly play together as a team.
clo5e to the postseason since 1988

i~~hf;~ ~i~~-~,~~U:n~O

The Bronx Bombers' leading home

run hitter is Darryl Strawberry
(22), who will be sitting the bench
the rest of the year with Chili
Davis back.
The Yanks also have two
players in the top ten in the
American League batting race•
shortstop Derek Jeter, .325, and
center fielder Bernie Williams,
who as of Sunday led the AL. in
hittipg with a .353 mark, nine
points ahead of the Twins' Todd
Walker.

when they lost to the Los Angeles
Dodgers in seven games during the
N.L.C.S. Management's decision
to sign high•priced but
underachieving free agents and
sacrifice young talent has led to
dreadful baseball in Flushing
through most of the '90s. The
Mets lead the Chicago Cubs by
just one game in the wild-card
standings.
'""
As for the Cubs, they have not
been to the World Series since
Teddy Roosevelt was president

star to battle for
· Sp0 f
th/fi· d-Str,ng
by Sean LaFavor
SPORTS EDITOR

Cui;!:~:;·

a
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"It's pretty amazing," Bouman
said. "You grow up watching these

ri

winner Greg Maddux, Tom
Glavine, John Smoltz, Denny
Neagle, and rookie Kevin
Milwood can stand up to any in
history.
But in New York, Yankee fans
are treated to what is easily the
leagues' top pitching staff, and also
earning respect as one C?f the better
rotations in recent years, rivaling
that of the Braves.
Any member of New York's
starting five- David Wells,
ahead of Maris'
WHAT'S ON
Andy Pettite, David Cone,
pace virtually all
season.
TAP
Hideki Irabu, and Cuban
There are also
~ - - - - ~ defector Orlando Hernandez.,
the New York
brother of last years World
Yankees, who as of
Series M.V.P. Livan
Sunday were 94-32,
Hernandez- would surely be
::t.n incredible 62
the ace among Twins'
games above .500.
starters. Can you believe
owner George Steinbrenner
To put that in
proper perspective,
was actually trying to make a
there are eleven
deal to get Randy Johnson?
teams, more than
In the National League,
one-third, in the
' - - - - - - - - ' we have an air-tight race for
major leagues
BY SEAN
the wild card spot between

1997

~~~~~~~

~~~s~a;~:g
to it now after two training camps,
it's just like throwing in high
school, now."
Bouman is living out the dreams
that just about every child has at
some point in their youth.
"I think every kid dreams about
this kind of thing. Coming from a
Division IT school, you kind of end
up having to work just a little bit
harder and still don't
gel noticed. But I'm
definitely excited."
Bouman left SCSU
in 1997 having gained
the second most yards
of total offense in
school history with

oo!::f:!:o/~:!f/b~?
Shane was a three-year starter at
quarteroack at South Dakota State
University, while his brother Troy
played basketball at SDSU.
While at Russell•Tyler high in
Ruthton. Bouman was an all-state
selection in both football and
basketball his senior season, and
participated in the stale track meet
in the long jump and high jump
competitions. Bouman also took
part in and won a high school slam
dunk contest in Arizona
Bouman played basketball at
SCSU for three years, and was
named the teams' defensive player
of the year twice.
On the football field, Bouman

rushed for almost 1,000

~:~;:rence A~:u~~tle .;ee;~~~
honors in both 1995 and '%, and

~~~~~t H;a:S:, a : :

0

::i~~;~his ~co~~~~•ni~;
camp with the Vik.es, '.1"d is

~=

fa~?rite things o_~ all..time to do is
skimg. I love skimg.

~~l~e~fino;~~:our signal- TODD BOUMAN yards. _

.

:=

was named to the All-America

~e:~ ::~

"I~'s something special
_
lhat I v_e ~ able t~pl~y my enure
career m MmneS9~ said ~oum~,

Bo~~:~sp:~i;at:yi~
a number of other activities outside
of football, although for the most

1~~

part, he is not able to take part in

work ethic and detennination for

any..~~~-nk playing multiple sports
in high school has helped me a lot,"
Bouman said "It helps a person to
leamtoadapttodifferentsituations.
In baske b 11 free.th
h 1
to adapt ~o~P.'.essu~. rows e p yq_u
"I also played fast-pitch softball
with my dad and my two brothers,
who still play. And one of my

his .~~:~n:
growing up
is something I kind of take for
granted now, but going out there
every morning and doing what
needed to be done has definitely
helped me on the field."
So far this fall, Bouman has a
SO-percent completion ratio, and
has thrown one touchdown.

ra:

sou th of Marshall.
Bouman was hot selected during
the 1997 NFL Draft, but was signed
as a free agent by Vikings' vice
president Jeff Diamond only ·
minutes after the draft ended.
Now he gets to look down field
in practice and throw to players like
~~Ce~;~:~ Reed, and Randy

:a;a~~:;~;
either a family farm or ranch.
Bouman also credits a strong

!~1;8!

(1908).
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Baseball
This year. the Cubbies' are
rallying around Sosa's bat, and the
arm of:! 1-year-old rookie Kerry
Wood, who one month into his
freshman campaign tied Roger
Clemens' major league strikeout
record by punching out 20 batters
in one game.
In the American League wild
card race, the Boston Red Sox,
who have not won a World
Champion!ihip since 1918, hold a
healthy lead over the Baltimore
Orioles and Texas Rangers.
In my. heart, there is something
very appealing about a Cubs-Red
Sox World Series- hey, somebody
has to win. But the Braves and
Yankees both appear to be headed
for a showdown with eachother
come October, though the Braves
will face a tough chaJlenge from
either the San Diego Pardes or
Houston Astros before they earn
that date.

If the Yankees or Braves aren't
your flavor, take if you will the
Astros. Houston is led by a pair
gutsy infielders- Jeff Bagwell and
Craig Biggi0+ and a manager who
only two years ago was doing
play-by-play for the team's
television broadcasts.
Owner Drayton Mclane was
thought to be a fool when he hired
Larry Dierker to run his club two
years ago. But as it stands,
Dierker will have led the Astros to
N.L. Central titles in both of his
first two years if Houston can hold
off the Cubs.
On the other side of things, the
World Champion Marlins are
having a great year. Unfortunately,
very few of them are still playing
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in Miami anymore.
Among the names of players
who have moved on from the
Marlins: the entire starting outfield
of Devon White, Moises Alou, and
Gary Sheffield; infielders Bobby
Bonilla and Jeff Conine, catcher
Charles Johnson, and pitchers
Brown, Alex Fernandez, Al Leiter,
and Robb Nen. .
Owner Wayne Huizenga, who
also founded Blockbuster Video, is
an example of everything that is
wrong with sports. A team loads
up on free agents hoping to win a
championship, and when they fail,
the team is disbanded.
Huizenga spent record amounts
of money last offseason, and
earned a title. Apparently, he
couldn't even afford a winner.
Alou, Fernandez, Bonilla, and
Brown each were in their first and
only year with Florida before
being shipped out.
But the story Of the season
continues to be ''The Chase".
Sunday, McGwire smashed
homer number 53 in PittsOOrgh,
while Sosa did his best to keep
ahead of Maris' pace by cracking
two in a losing effort against
Houston.
McGwire is on pace to finish
with 66 dingers, While Sosa is on
pace to hit 64. For McGwire, this
will be his third straight year of
hitting at least 50 home runs.
BOlh should break the record,
but the intense pressure they will
face from media and fans alike
will play a majo~role in their fates
the rest of the season.
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American Kickboxing • Campus Gym & Fitness4
220-224 1/2 7th Ave. S., St. Cloud 654-0202
(Off Division Street, behind Cinema I •2•3)

"THE LARGEST WEIGHT ROOM IN CENTRAL MINNESOTA"

OPENING TIJESDAY, SEPT. 15 th
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Free Weights
Machines
Two floors of Workout Areas
Shower & Locker facilities
Creatine & Athletic Supplements
Stair Masters
Free Climbers

NE\X IIOl RS: MO:,,/-l'Rl 7 a.m. - 10 p.m. • Sat. 9-5 p.m.

" A Knockout Workout"
• Fast-paced boxing moves
develop killer legs
• Boxing for fitness instruction
• Build power & endura1;ce
We are moving to a new location

(The Old Boc1J: Shop Gym)
220-224 1/2 7th Ave. S.,
St. Cloud (Behind Cinema 1•2•3)

AMERICAN KICKBOXIM, • CA\IPl,S GYM & FITNESS
I
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University Village
Town homes
Openings for the 1998-1999 School Year
Four bedroom townhomes for individuals
or groups up to four.
Campus Clipper and Metro Bus Service
with three trips per hour to SCSU

Features Include: • Heated Swimming Pool
, • Sand Volleyball Court • Free Parking/Outlets
• Phone/Cable In Bedrooms • Ceiling Fans in
Bedrooms • Keyed Bedrool!l Locks
• Microwave/Dishwasher • Air Conditioning
• Large Storage Room • Frost Free Refrigerator
• Laundry Facilities • Vending Machines
• Individual Leases • Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

St. Cloud is full of recreation, entertainment
by Dave Walz
STAFF WRITER

They will abandon the comfortable and familiar embr~ce
of their hometowns in droves, destined for new cities and new
ways of life.
This is part of the annual college-bound migration.
Thousands of incoming freshman will dot SCSU's campus for
the first time this fall.
Because they have left behind their lifelong communities
and connections, many of these newcomers will find
themselves as total strangers in the community in which they
will spend most of 1he next nine months.
Similar problems may trouble transfer students;
international students and even returning students who have
s~nt the summer elsewhere.
For these individuals, or anyone else in search of ideas to

expand their horizons a bit, here is a small sample of the area's
many tastes and flavors of fun and entertainment.
Within walking distance from SCSU, streets are adorned
with restaurants, nightclubs. cafes, and various other meeting
establishments that offer a unique blend of setvice and
entertainment both night and day.
One among this group is Java Z, a coffee cafe which also
serves up items such as bagels and SOOas.
In addition to having bands play on Friday and Saturday
nights, it gives individuals the chance to jump into the action
and showcase their talents!.
Open mic night, which starts about 7:30 p.m. on Thursday
nights, has been a popular draw among students.
"We've had people that play classical guitar and people
that sing. It's a lot of fun," said Bonnie Linn, who recently
became a new owner along with partner Harry Bums.
Along with the beverages, food, and music, Bums also
invites people to stop by and experience the atmosphere by
playing games. visiting orJust hanging out.
"We'd like to have everyone welcome;" Linn said.
Another possible hot spot for live music is the Del-Win
Ballroom in St. Joseph, a center for concerts and parties of all
types.
Their large maple dance floor is sure to be plastered with
people whenever Johnny Holmes, a rock 'n' roll band, comes
to town approximately once every six weeks.
The Del-Win will also play host to the Nitty Gritty Dirt
Band on Sept. 23.

The St. Cloud area also boasts a number of parks--perfect
To march 10 the beat of a different drum, students may
want to check out 1he downtown location of Bo Diddley's for toiling away the last days of summer.
Deli. With occasional concerts and live music every Sunday
Just west of campus is Eastman Park and Lake George,
from 5-7 p.m., they offer sounds that are mostly folk and popular for its picnicking and paddleboating.
The park includes an Olympic-size swimffiing pool, and
acoustic in nature.
Bo Diddley·s features a wide variety of sandwiches, and the lake's centerpiece - a large fountain - is illuminated on
has been voted best group in St. Cloud for three years in a row. summer evenings.
Riverside Park, adjacent to Munsinger and Clemens
Those of legal age might discover another reason to drop
Gardens, is a frequent hubbub of recreation. Tennis,
in.
"It's a great place for micro-brews," said owner and volleyball, swimming and disc golf are a few popular
manager Mary Mountain.
activities that take place there.
Anyone interested in cribbage will find an added element
One of the newest and most popular attractions of late is
of allure, as cribbage leagues will begin fanning in early Quarry Park and Nature Preseive, set on Steams County Road
137 in Waite Park.
October.
"We had 10 leagues last year, and there
Open to the public for less than a year,
were about three of .those that were just
its most frequented feature is the
about all college students," Mountain said.
swimming quarry, which in places is more
As for fans of local music, the
than 100 feet deep.
theatrically inclined will find shows
Those students with exercise on their
agenda may want to explore the winding,
popping up all over town.
For those who enjoy theatre, one area
panoramic paths of the Beaver Island
stage is the County Steams Theatrical
trails.
Beginning near Q-lot on the south end
Company, which presents everything from
comedies to musicals.
of campus, the paved trails provide one
Also downtown is the hi storic
path which is used for biking and
Paramount Theater, which also offers a
rollerblading, and another set aside for
walking or running. ·
variety of shows during the year.
Bonnie Linn-..;
And for films on the big screen at the
For exercise of a different type, the
courts of Whitney Center are one of the
price of $1.75, Cinema Arts Theater, one
CO-OWNER OF JAVA Z
areas most famous places for basketball.
of several local movie complexes, offers
students an always appreciated economic
Although a resource fit for all ages and
incentive.
skill levels, the facility is renowned for its intense,
"It's really cheap," said a movie-goer waiting in line competitive pick-up games.
before show time.
Neighboring the courts is Whitney Park, another great spot
As classrooms begin to fill and the summer starts to fade, for taking a stroll or a jog.
perhaps no activity is more appealing than that which can take
Unfortunately, the outdoors lose much of their utility once
place outdoors.
night dawns.
To catch the last scents of summertime, Munsinger and
But the opportunity for entertainment hardly ends with the
Clemens Gardens are the places to be.
setting of the sun, as is encapsulated by a simple sentiment
Located on the banks of the Mississippi River across from most any student will attest to: the night~time is the right-time
campus, these attractions feature a rock garden with more in downtown St Cloud.
than 35,000 plants and rose gardens which
Be they cheap, costly, or free, the St. Cloud area has
are among the largest in the state.
something to please most any taste.
Jogging paths, fountains, and picnic facilities also grace its
With the whole year lying ahead, what better time to
scenic confines.
explore the town and take a few gambles.

We've had people
that play classical
guitar and people
that sing. It's a lot
of.fun.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ St. Cloud Civic Center.
Paromount Throtre. County Stearns
. 0 Theatre, Bo Diddley<, Java Z, Brevo

De I-Win Ballroom

Burritos, Hem.sings, HoUS'e of Pizza,
Red Carpet, Press, Rox. Green Mill,
Ciattis. Mexican Village. Geez, Javo
Joint. S<Jwatdee,
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College-themed movies offer laughs, lessons
by Jessica Willenbring
•

DIVERSIONS EDITOR

College life has been
categorized as a time of growth
and enlightenment - or as a time
to PAR-TAY!
A sort of religious rite to
entering college for the first time
or returning to college is to rent
videos depicting how one should
act while going to college.
Obviously you should not

model your academic life after a
fictitious character, especially if
your role model is found in the infamous
"National Lampoon's Animal House."
"Ani mal House" was released in 1978,
before many of this year's freshmen were
born. However, the film still appeals to our
generation with the rivalry between
academia and frat party life. John Belushi is

hilarious in this movie, making it a must·see
hit.
"Back to, School," with Rodney
Dangerfield, is a comedy about a
middle-aged millionaire who goes
back to school to prove to his son
that college is the way to go. This
movie, released in 1986, features
one of Dangerfield's funniest roles.
Importantly, this movie shows that
it's never too late to go back.
A more recent comedy
depicting college life is !994's
"PCU." This ridiculously funny
movie mocks the various
politically correct groups at fictitious Port
Chester University. An incoming freshman
is given a campus tour by a repeating senior
and his rambunctious frat friends, creating
an uproar between the groups. The
stereotyping of various social groups is
slightly cruel, but humorous nonetheless.

"Tommy Boy," a 1995 comedy starring
Chris Farley and David Spade, is a wickedly
funny movie.
Farley plays Tommy Callahan Jr., a slowwitted, clumsy college graduate who inherits
his dead father's auto parts factory. With the
help of his father's as.sistant, played by
Spade, Tommy saves the factory from the
greedy talons of his stepmother. Spade's wry
cynicism is great.
A diversion from the usual frat-boy
comedy is the 1994 hit, "With Honors,"
starring Joe Pesci and Brenden Fraser.
This delightful film is about a law
student with incredibly bad luck - his
computer crashes andthe only copy of his
thesis falls down a storm.ctrain into the
hands of Simon, a homeless squatter. A
relationship develops between Monty
(Fraser) and Simon (Pesci) when Simon
agrees to return one page of the thesis for
every day he is fed by Monty. This drama is

entertaining and touching.
One of the most recently released
college-themed film is the 1998 hit, "Good

Will Hunting."
"Hunting" has a superstar cast of Matt
Damon, Ben Affleck, Minnie Driver, and
Robin Williams. Interestingly, Affleck and
Damon co-wrote the script. Gus Van Sant
directed the film. The story focuses on Will
Hunting, a blue•co\lared janitor at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology who
just happens to be a mathematical genius
that falls in love with wealthy and bright
Skylar (Driver). A math professor at MIT
discovers his genius and tries to exploit it,
only Will resists and tries to remain with his
blue-collared clan. With the help of
psychiatrist Sean Maquire (Williams), Will
realizes his destiny.
These are just a few college-themed
videos available for your watching pleasure
to help you ease into the new school year.
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Yes ... THERE ,s A FREE tuNcH,
Interview with Buttweiler Janitorial Service, Inc., and you'll receive a certificate
for your choice of a trip to McMillan's Bountiful Salad Bar or a free sandwich.

•no exp. necessary
•wUI train
•mil welcome

W1~ bdim·,~ you should gel hones!. pay f<w honest work. 'llial's why w1i offor financial inrnnlivt!S
,,r ,1tood e1t1pkiy1ies. W11 am curmnlly hiring ~M' sti,liral positions. ,md we also oiler S(ivenJ sdu~luling
•~ilions - so ymJ can choose lhii job and hours Iha! work lwsl for ym1. Call lo sd up an appointment
wilh Bultl'!'eiler Janitorial Service today. Brit~ a friend. Nol only will you gel a free lunch .

1ml w1i'II show you wl1tni [)(~·rormanre pays.
Brought to you by Bul.tweiler Janitorial Service and McMillan S Family Reslauranls.

+

1

Buttweiler
JANfrORIAL SERVICE, INC.

251-4385

MU5t present ttus coupon at time of rlterview,

;~
~

FAMILY RESTAURANTS

Lake Crest Diary
Clear Lake
320-713-3950

~Practical
Experience
~Tuition

Health Cam & Housing For Older Adults
1810 Minnesota Boulevard SE
St. Cloud, MN 56304-2416

(320) 252-0010
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Nadine Stankey and her son, Zacharie Stankey from Jordan enjoy the Lilith Fair Friday evening
during the performance of Lisa Loeb at Canterbury Park in Shakopee, Minn.
"Last year was definitely louder
but Sarah Mclachlan is still my
favorite."
Joan Osborne took the stage at 7
p.m. opening with a song titled "St.
Teresa." The crowd roared with
welcomes.
"I've heard there is an excess of
35,000 people here today," Osborne
said. " It's a pretty powerful thing to
stand up in front of that many

Vendors and sponsors ranged
from VH-1 to beer stands and
jewelers but Jan Wade, artist,
attracted fans with her incense and
spiritual art work.
"I am burning Nag Chumpa."
Wade said. "It's a favorite of mine
and it seems to attract a lot of
attention. People stop and ask what
the good smell is and then they visit
for a while and learn aOOut my an:·

:?,Pie. You have to be gentle with

out:tde : 0~s t~~epain;1~;est a\~~
grandmother used to tell her aOOut
spirits when she was little.
She says everything in life has a
spirit and it's aOOut portraying the
spirit of a culture. One of her pieces
consisted of several cultural
symbols pasted to a painted block
of wood.
Two miniature plastic coke
OOttles were glued to the piece.
Wade
spoke
about
the

Osborne left stage singing "Life
is full of beautiful things. beautiful
people. people like you."
Mandy Connealy, junior, agreed
that last years festival was much
louder. She said there were also
better artists last year.
"My favorite artist was Jewel at
last year's festival but I am still
having a great time," Connealy
said. " It's been an eventful day.

Afe 1cm f atte?,

f11~1 or fantastic?
C\Vc arc seeking
writers for tftc
<])ivcrsions section

symbolism of the piece.
"In the American culture Coca
Cola represents 'the real thing,' so
that's how I see the coke bottles
fitting in," Wade said. "They
represent the real American
symbol."
Lilith Fair attracted fans of all
ages but predominately female.
Jaime Aipperspach of Minneapolis
said he thought the ratio of men to
wo~e;n;;t~i~o~~sic and l have to
say that this is definitely a quieter
Photos by Hideki Hashinwto/ST.ffF PHOTOGRAPHER
crowd than any other festival I have
Sarah Mclachlan sang with Lisa Loeb (left) on the main stage at
been to," Aipperspach said.
Megan Patterson, first year grad. Lillth Fair. Mclachlan is the founder of Lilith Fair.
student at the University of and the crowd sang in unison with summer and it's still beautiful."
"We've been traveling through
Minnesota, felt this year's crowd the familiar tune.
was younger than last year.
After the first song Mclachlan lots of fall weather lately but it's
''There appears to be more said "that song is beautiful, I' ve still summer here in Minnesota,"
teenagers this year than last year," been singing it for 52 shows this Mclachlan said. ''This is our 52nd
Patterson said. ''The
show and we have six left to go. I
crowd
is
much
hope the weather is as welcoming."
different and Lilith
Mclachlan dedicated a song to
seems to be the trendy
all the teenagers in the crowd.
place to be. It wasn't
''This song is dedicated to all the
like this last year.
teenagers out there tonight because
"Even the vibe from
l know how it is to grow up,"
the artists is different.
Mclachlan said.
They are mqre quiet
She sang a song titled
and seem tired. I guess
"'Elsewhere" which the crowd was
fa miliar with and also received a
its just a mello day and
there is nothing wrong
roar from the teenagers. By the
with that."
sound of the crowd, no one would
Blue. pink and
have been elsewhere.
Mclachlan ended with "Adia"
green bursts lit the sky
as Valleyfair had its
and then welcomed all peifonners
nightly
fireworks
on stage to sing a song tit led
display.
"Sisters" together.
.
The excitement sent
"Thank you to all who work
cheers through the
very early in the morning until very
crowd as Mclachlan
late at night to make Lilith Fair
took over the stage for
what it is, Mclachlan said.
the closing act.
"I love my fans and thank all the
A
modest
women and their bands who have
Mclachlan
opened Two curtains hang on both sides of the graced all three stages today. Thank
with "Sweet Surrender,. main stage at the festival.
you and goodnight."

CExcd[ent
opportunit): to meet
new peop[e and
gainjo& experience
People were welcome to paint their feelings about Lilith Fair or write their names on the curtain
with brushes. Next to the curtain people could get their faces and hands painted.
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Housing
EFFICIENCIES
1-4 bdrm. eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/$35 garages.
1- & 2-BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students in
quiet building. 12-month lease only.
Call 240-9483.
2-BDRM.
in four-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
Summer/fall. Call 251-8941.
OLYMPIC II
3 to 4-bdrms. Near hockey center. 4bdrm. Split units with two full baths.
OW, micro., security, garages and
ports. Heal paid. 253-1154.
1- AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
close to SCSU. Heat pd., on bus
line. Riverside Properties. 2518284, or 251-9418.
COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
4-bdrm. units across from campus.
Clean quality living. DW, NC , heal
pd. Contact Equity Investments, Jeff
252-2267 or 420-1290.
STATEVIEW
4-bdrm. units on campus. Two
showers, OW, micro., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd.
Available immediately. Reasonable
rent. Short-term leases. Telephone
252-6153, leave a message.

Classifieds

LARGE SINGLE ROOM
with private bathroom and NC for
the older student. Util. included.
706 61h Ave. S. 252-9226.
FEMALE TO FILL SINGLE RM.
in 4-bdrm. apt., heat pd., DW,
micro., NC , parking. 251-6005.
IT'S NOT TOO LATE!
call today to see an apt., eff, 3 & 4
bdrm.
avail.
253-1154
or
www.rent.neVads/select
1-BDRM. AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
avail. 8/21 and 9/1 . Also single and
~hared bdrms. avail. now. 8/14, and
8128. Dan251-1925.
AVAIL. LG. SINGLE ROOMS
also 1- and 2-bdrm. apts. On bus
line. Riverside Properties, 2518284, or 251-9418.
BEACHWOOD APTS.
1-bdrm. apt. avail. 9/1. 9 mo., $390,
11 mo. $350. Dan 251-1925.
CAMPUS QUARTERS HAS 1 & 2
.
OPENl~GS
in 4-bdnn. apts. for fall. Includes
heat, OW, micro., NC, blinds. 575
71h St. S. 252-9226.
IVY APT$.

4-bdrm. apts., OW, micro., security
and basic cable included. Heat pd.
259-9673.
HOUSE FOR 8 PEOPLE
1/2 blk. lrom campus. Newly
remodeled. Heat pd. 240-0079 or
250-0679 or 249-9999.

VISIT US ON THE WEB!
Select Prop www.rent.neVaas/select -=TQWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
4-bdrm., many locations. 2-bdrm. 1
block from campus. 253-1154,
CAMPUS EAST
large 4-bdrms. with 2 full baths. Select Properties.
Extra storage. OW, garages,
<HIDRM. APTS.
security. Heat pd. 253-1154.
heat pd., newer carpet and paint,
locked entries, parking, OW,
WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
1-bdrm. $405. 1-bdrm. widen or 2- laundry. E.P.M. 251-6005.
bdrm. sm. $425. 2-bdrm. reg. $445.
PRIVATE ROOMS FOR MEN &
2-bdrm. lg. or X-lg. $460. Pool,
WOMEN
ceiling fan, DW, on bus line, quiet
in 4-bdrm. apts:, heat pd., OW,
bldgs. Call 251-3617.
micro., NC, locked entries, parf<ing
and garages, campus close. 2514-BDRM. APTS.
$195110-mo. lease, $175/12-mo. 6005.
lease. Heat and basic cable
3 & <HIDRM. APTS.
included. 259-9673.
near SCSU, heat pd., DW, m~ro.,
clean. Avail. now. E.P.M. 251-6005.
<HIDRM. APTS.
various floor plans. Call 259-9283
3-- & <HIDRM. APTS.
9 locations to choose from. Decks,
SINGLE ROOM
male, female, summer or fall 1 blk. garages, 2 lull baths, lree parking
to campus, on 5th Ave. arxf much more. 253-1154, Select
Properties.,
Very nice,'267-3291 or 255-1274.
M&MAPTS.
beautiful 4-bdrm. apt. avail. for fall.
259-9434.
NEED A FURNISHED APT.?
tired of roommates? Call us today!
253-1154.
- 4-BDRM. APT.
micro., OW, all amenities. Heat pd.,
10 mo. lease. $215/mo. Free
parf<ing. Pillar Property Mgml. 2594259.
SUBLEASER NEEDED
to share 4-bdrm. apt. on 5th Ave.
259-9434.
HOUSE FOR 6 WOMEN
1 blk. from campus. Newly
remodeled. Heat pd. 240-0679 or
250-0679 or 249-9999.

$ SAVE$
3-bdrm. apt $550. 2-bdrm. apt.
$460. Close to campus. DW,
breakfast bar, deck. Heat included.
Free parf<ing. 320-253-7979.

SEEKING SUBLEASER
4-bdrm. apt. Hale,nbeck apts.
Walking distance from campus.
$230/mo. Call Dan 202-5984.
2 ROOMS IN LRG. HOUSE 'FOR
RENT
2 blks. from campus. 1 or 2 person
occupancy. Large kitchen; living
room, NC , DW, W/D, fire place,
parking. 1 yr. lease. Call Janis 1612-427-5419· or 202-0647.
MEN TO SHARE 4-BDRM. APT.
private room, heat pd., OW, new
carpet, parking. E.P.M. 251 .6005 ·
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Policies:
• Deadline: Noon on Friday for Monday's edition. Noon on Tuesday for Thursday's
edition.
•Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines: $2.
• Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has beerr
established with the University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Ro,,m 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
door. Notices· are free and n m according to the amount of space available.
For more information, call Brenda Hernbin, classifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 2553943, during business hours and ask for classifieds.
1 ROOM EFFICIENCIES
avail. $235 • $275. All util. included.
259-9434.
APTS., ROOMS AND
EFFICIENCIES
man}' styles and locations. One call
rents it all! 253-1154, Select Prop.
PRIVATE ROOMS
in 4-bdrm. apts. near SCSU. OW,
micro., new carpet and paint. Clean.
Jim, 251-6005.
APTS. FOR RENT

~=;~o;

2C-:;'C~.240-0679 or

2 AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
for women. Heat, elec. pd. Parking,
laundry, close, quiet. 253-0451.
-1-BDRM. FOR RENT
in 4-bdrm. apt. Nice, friendly people.
1 blk. lrom campus. Call 252-9226.
1- BDRM. APT.

sub-leaser needed $370/month, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking included.
Gall 654-1854.
BENTONWOOD
1brand new 2-bdm,. avail. 8/15 and

Notices
LOOKING FOR A BARGAIN?
Church Garage Sale Sept. 19th 8
a.m. - 4 p.m. Our Savior's Lutheran,
County Rd. 136; Ber,veen Oak Hill
school and 33rd Slreel Sou1h. All
kinds of stuff! For more info. call
251-7821 .
STEARNS COUNTY PUBLIC
HEALTH
will be sponsoring their monthly
Immunization clinics in conjunction
with WIG clinics in the St. Cloud
area. The vao::ine is provided by the
Minnesota D~ rtmenl ol Health for
use in public clinics. There is $6 per
immunization donation requested
and Medical Assistance and
Minnesota Care can be billed for
those
who
are
eligible.
Appointments are not required but
are requested . To schedule and
appl., please call Steams County
Publ~ Health at 656-6155, or 1-800450-5893.

Personal-;
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
question religion. Atheism is true.

9/1. Near Hwy. 10 and 23, on clipper
line. Dan 251-1925.
WINDSOR WEST
.
4-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two full
baths. OW, micros., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.
ROOMS FOR RENT
717 81h Ave. S. off-streel parf<ing.
Washer and dryer. Owner pays
water and garbage. Call 253--0873
or 267-4316.
FEMALE NEEDED
to sublease single room in house
with ftve other girls. 1 blk. from
campus. Heat, electric, parking
incluc!e<j. Gall 507-287-0034.
CHARMING 1-BDRM. APT.
for rent in quiet, secure duplex. Near
SCSU. Call 253-5787.
1-BDRM. IN HOUSE
quiet, clean, share with 3. $200/mo.
plus u1il. N~k 253-9465.
SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdrm units one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. OW,
micros., security, heat pd. 253-1154

For Sale
MAC ll'S:

~:e~~~~o~~:fj!~~t~~~J'.
251-1134 ask for Cindy.

Attention
$1250 FUNDRAISER
credit card fundraiser for student
organizations. You've seen other
groups doing It, now it's your turn.
One week is all it takes. NO
gimm~lrs, NO tricks, NO obligation.
Gall for information today.. 1-800932-0528
X
65.
www.ocmconcepts.com
TOUCHED BY ADOPTION?
E-mail: dinch@stcioudstate.edu
INTERESTED IN CAR POOLING?
Twin 'Cities to St. Cloud. Call Stacie
at 612-494-8405.
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
!or help and hope call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Holline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain, Sune 205, St. Cloud.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 2517270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.
!or
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. AH other weekdays, $6.
FREE CASH GRANTS!
college , scholarships. Business.
Medical Bills. Never Repay. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. G-3683.

GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, your area. Toll free 1-800218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for current
listings.
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, C.idillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WOs. Your area. Toll free 1800-218·9000 Ext. A-3883 !or
current listings.

Employment
PT POSmON DISTRIBUTING
ADVERTISING MATERIALS
on campus. No selling involved. All
materials provided free of charge. 1800 - YOUR - JOB .
www.acmnet.com/postering/yourjob
.him
NOW HIRING YOUTH GUIDANCE
WORKERS!
to plan and lead a variety of
activities with elementary children in
an after school Boys & Girls Club
KIDSTOP program. Hours are
Monday lhrough Friday 2 p.m. to 6
p.m. You will develop skills and gain
excellent career-related experience
to enhance marketability, as well as
have a- fun and rewarding
experience. Apply al 345 30th Ave.
N. St. Cloud. Also evening hours are
avail. to work .,th 6-18 yr. old you1h.
INSTRUCTORS WANTED!!
Gymnastics coaches and dance
instructors needed. You must LOVE
working with children and share our
belief that a child's self esteem is of
the utmost importance! Experience
needed at higher levels but will train
coaches for our youngsters. We
have additional special need for a
well rounded dance teacher . with
strong ballet backgrourxf and USAG
trained coaches as wen as all levels
of dance and gymnastics . Gall
NORTH CREST GYMNASTICS
AND DANCE in St.Cloud. 251·
3416.
SALES FT AND PT. WANTED
qualified applicants must have
general computer and telephone
s~lls. Starting wage $7/hr. plus
commission and bonuses. For info.
call Mark al 612-682-6013.
DAIRY
hiring a.m. and p.m. Milk techs. and
sanitationists. No exp. necessary.
Will train. M/F welcome. Lake Crest
Dairy. Clear Lake, 320-743-3950.
$1 ,000s POSSIBLE TYPING
part time. At home. Toll Free 1-800218-9000 Ext. T- 3683 for listings.
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CUB FOODS IS NOW HIRING
many shifts and positions avail. Stop
by either location and fill out an appl.
Cub is an EOE.
BLIMPIE SUBS AND SALADS
AND BRIDGEMAN'S
now hiring night assistant manager
and all other shifts. Looking for

dedicated individuals to grow with
the company. Apply in person at
Blimpie 4143 W. Division in front of
Crossroads.
SALES/ SERVICE
Mike's Archery Center Inc. PT help
wanted. Apply in person: 1646 Hwy.
23 N.E. Suite 2 St Cloud
$1,000 POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, 1-800-218-9000 ext. R
.__3883 for listings.
PART-TIME LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
WAREHOUSE POSITIONS
avail. in Sauk Rapids. Flexible hrs.
with minimum of three hr. shifts and
up , during the hrs. of 7 a.m. to 8
p.m., Monday through Friday.
Starting wage $6/ hr. Fill out
application at: CSI Sports, 360

Industrial Blvd. Sauk Rapids, MN
56379.

l. V/VI:RS171
RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR
earn money while wOfking for a
small organization centered on
client care and employee
satisfaction. We are looking for
people who have patience, sound
judgement, professional conducV
boundaries and a sense of humor to
care for persons with developmental
disabilities. Duties include data
collection, direct care duties,
community outings and light
household duties. Requirements
include: Learning attitude, valid
driver's license, positive energy,
transportation, and good writing and
communication skills. FISH SLS
offers competitive Wages, Benefits
package and employee incentive
programs. FISH SLS is and Equal
Opportunity Employer.
Hours Avail.:
Every other Fri., Sat. 10 p.m.10a.m.
Every other Sat., Sun. 10 a.m. - 10
p.m.
Every other Sat., Sun. 8 a.m. - 2
p.m.
Every other Sat., Sun. 2 p.m. - 10
p.m.
Monday• Friday 4 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Call us during regular business
hours at 320-654-1420 or 320-6541300, if you are interested.
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OSSEO AREA SCHOOLS
enjoy working with children? Fun,
play, learning. mentoring and
growing is what our School age
Care program (Kidstop) offers you.
Now hiring for the 98-99 School
Year:
Instructor & Assistants
PT recreational staff to work directly
whh K- 6th grade children. Positions
vary from 6:30 a.m. - 6 p.m. and 2
1/2 to 6 hr. shifts.
Instructors: require 12 credits of
class experience relating to children
and 10-40 hours of experience.
Starting sa@ry $10.50 - $11.10/hr.
Assistants: previous experience with
children helpful. Starting salary
$6.85 - $7.59/hr. Successful
candidates are creative, energetic,
interactive, relate well and have fun
around children.
To apply for any of these positions:
Fax resume and letter of interest to
Personnel, Osseo Area Schools,
391 -7082 or call 391-7120 or come
into 11200 93rd Ave. N. to receive
application materials. EOE.
SPRING BREAK '99
Cancun, Mazatlan, Jamaica prom.
$389 organize a small group free.
Highest commissions and lowest
price quaranteed. Call Sunbreaks to
become Campus Reps. 800-4468355 or www.sunbreaks.com

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
ST. CLOUD
United Parcel Service will be on
campus for the August 26th Job Fair
located on the Atwood Mall. We will
be avail. for on-the-spot interviews
between Noon and 5 p.m.
-Permanent PT package handlers
-$8.50 - $9.50/ hr., Medical, Dental,
& Vision Benefits.
-No weekends •
-good workout, fast pace
-If interested in FT work inquire
about the sales positions.

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A
PART-TIME JOB?
apply yourself at Premiere bingo
and gain valuable sales and
customer service experience. We
offer: Flexible hours, competitive
wages,
fun
atmosphere,
advancement, variety of work. Apply
today! Premiere Bingo 3123
Roosevelt Rd. St. Cloud. 251-2500.
NOW HIRING PART-TIME
SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
for the '98-'99 school year. Hours:
6:40 - 8:20 a.m. AND 2 - 4:20 p.m.,
M-F. Wages: $9.50- 11 .50/hr. (4 hrs.
minimum pd.) NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY.
Paid
training/
Hcensing. Call Spanier Bus 2513313 for more info.
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Wanted:
Staff PhotoaraPbers
Call 255-3943 for info
or stop b~ & fill out an application.
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TOP 10
REASONS TO
WORK WITH
•

A'll'1-1
COMMUNICATIONS

From our headquarters in St. Cloud....

rI OJ
(9J
fSJ

r7J
(6J
(4J
(3J
f2J

No uniforms. hairnets. or strict dress
.codes.
No graveyards or late night shifts.
You don·t have to deal with cleaning uP
other PeoPle ·s messes.
Feel good helPing good causes.
Ability to transfer between offices in
Sauk Centre. St. Cloud. and Duluth.
Do good things for good People.
No scripts. screens. verbatim responses
or retorts.
Be recognized for Your contributions.

and the number one reason ·to work -with Aria ...

rI J

Be Yourself and get Paid for it!

Call us today to arrange a Phone interview
259-1896

